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Ischemic injury is caused by blockage or rupture of a blood vessel supplying an organ with oxygen and 

nutrients. A reduction of blood flow in the brain below critical values leads to a series of metabolic, 

functional, and structural changes resulting in irreversible cell death (1). Ability to non-invasively monitor 

and quantify functional blood flow, tissue morphology, and blood oxygenation is important for 

improvement of diagnosis, treatment and management of ischemic injury. Decreased blood flow above the 

critical value leads to permanent cell death, but a portion of the hypoperfusion region has the potential for 

recovery. Over the past several decades, much effort has been put forth in investigating endogenous 

mechanisms involved in salvaging the hypoperfusion region but has focused on neuroprotective 

mechanisms with little attention given to the vasculature (2). This is most likely due to the lack of a 

technology capable of elucidating real time macro- and micro-vascular dynamics in vivo. Moreover, there 

are no techniques that can satisfactorily extract the aforementioned parameters from in vivo macro- and 

micro-circulatory tissue beds, with sufficient resolution at defined depth and without any harm to the 

tissue. The ability which could localize macrovasculature and subsequently visualize the detailed 

microvasculature networks with multiple parameters is crucial to determine the blood supply status under 

the pathophysiologic and metabolic conditions.  
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In this thesis, we developed a multi-model imaging system to achieve a more comprehensive 

understanding of macro- and micro-vascular responses and hemodynamic parameters during and after 

ischemic injury, which would greatly improve our ability to develop therapeutic interventions to improve 

vascular function. There are three specific aims. 

(I). Development of the 1
st
 generation multi-model imaging system capable of providing hemodynamic 

and morphological information of macro- and micro-circulatory tissue beds in vivo. 

We developed a multi-model imaging system that integrates together the functions of multi-wavelength 

laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) and optical microangiography (OMAG), so that it can rapidly 

image hemodynamic within living tissues in three dimensions (3D), providing important physiological 

parameters, e.g., functional blood flow, blood oxygenation, and tissue morphology. For multi-wavelength 

LSCI, we used two laser sources at different wavelengths, in which a mechanical chopper was used to 

modulate the illumination light to provide the measurement of blood flow and blood oxygenation. For 

OMAG, we used the ultrahigh sensitive OMAG (UHS-OMAG) system because of its sensitivity to image 

functional microcirculations with capillary details. We evaluated the performance of the system using an 

in vivo mouse pinna model through the imaging of blood vessel networks before and after a burn injury. 

(II). Improvement of the imaging speed of multi-model imaging system 

The imaging speed is a key to the investigation of fast hemodynamic responses (in milliseconds) in an 

injury. We envisioned that the first generation (1
st
 G) system would have limited imaging speed due to the 

use of mechanical chopper to control the multi-wavelength LSCI. To mitigate this problem, we advanced 

the 1
st
 G system, by the use of two synchronized cameras to concurrently capture the laser speckle images 

at 780-nm and 825-nm wavelengths; so that the rapid changes of blood flow rate and hemoglobin 

concentration can be provided. We also developed novel algorithms that will enable the direction of blood 

flow to be monitored.  
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(III). Validation of the utility of multi-model imaging system for serial monitoring of macro- and micro- 

vasculature changes following ischemic injury 

Using the system we developed, we defined the characteristics of blood flow and oxygenation variations 

during baseline, occlusion, and reperfusion in an experimental ischemic stroke model. We also correlated 

measured macro- and micro-vascular responses with the results obtained by conventional histopathology.  

The immediate outcome of this research is that we can simultaneously monitor blood flow, blood 

oxygenation, and tissue morphology in ischemic injury in vivo. This technology would be valuable in 

future research studies that aim to improve our understanding of vascular involvement under pathologic 

and physiological conditions, and ultimately facilitate clinical diagnosis, monitoring, and therapeutic 

interventions of neurovascular diseases.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Clinical background 

The blood vasculature regulates blood flow and tissue perfusion, and mediates the delivery of nutrients and oxygen 

to living tissue (3). Blood flow, blood oxygenation, and tissue morphology are important fluid dynamic, 

biochemical, and anatomical parameters that can be quantified (3, 4). An adequate blood flow is a prerequisite for 

the tissue to function properly (5). An impairment of blood flow is the direct cause of progression of ~60% of the 

diseases, such as stroke, that lead to severe disability and death (6). Tissue oxygenation is a sensitive indicator of 

tissue status (7), e.g., a sudden dip in tissue oxygenation can be a direct indication of severe conditions such as 

tissue degeneration (8). The pathological morphology of blood vessels, such as blood vessel distortion (9) and 

rarefaction (10, 11) is closely related to a certain abnormal state of living tissues (12). Reports have shown that 

diabetes mellitus patients suffer from absence of capillary reserves, due to the changes in oxygen levels (caused by 

reduced blood flow) and decreased perfusion (13-15). It is also known that brain ischemia is a condition in which 

there is insufficient blood flow to the brain to meet metabolic demand (16). The ischemia leads to cerebral 

hypoxia or poor oxygen supply and thus to the ischemic stroke or death of brain tissue (17). Therefore, monitoring 

changes in the blood flow, tissue morphology, and oxygenation are important for studying vascular physiology (9, 

12, 14, 18). One section covered in this dissertation is that a multi-model imaging system is utilized for mouse brain 

mapping thus it will be beneficial for ischemic stroke study. Stroke is the third leading cause of death and the 

number one cause of disability in the United States (19). The initial stroke attack often causes regional impairment 

to brain functions leading to poor quality of life (20). Therefore, understanding the mechanisms underlying the 

pathophysiology of ischemic brain diseases is of urgent clinical importance. Currently, tissue plasminogen activator 

(tPA) is the only one therapeutic available as the “clot buster”. However, tPA is only implemented onto a minor 

percentage of stroke patients (21). Studies focusing on developing clinical therapeutics have been based on 

neuroprotective rather than strategy of improving vasculature perfusion due to technical limitations. Furthermore, 

non-invasive technologies capable of elucidating real time macro- and micro-vascular dynamics in vivo with a 

resolution down to capillary level and with a sufficient imaging depth are still not available. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_hypoxia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_hypoxia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroke
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1.2 Current vasculature imaging technologies 

Nowadays, several vasculature imaging technologies have been proposed in the biomedical field. For example, 

based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique (22), magnetic resonance angiography has been developed 

to in vivo visualize the microvasculatures of biological tissues. Although it could reveal severe blood flow defects in 

large and medium sized arteries, it cannot image capillaries due to spatial resolution limitation (23). Besides that, 

the implementation of MRI device is complicated (24, 25). Moreover, as another representative of modern imaging 

techniques, functional MRI can simultaneously image blood oxygenation level-dependent (the source of contrast in 

fMRI images). Due to the deoxygenated blood contained in the draining veins, the linear dimension of its 

physiological spatial resolution is about several millimeters (26). Besides that, it can image blood flow relying on 

the paramagnetic properties of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin to visualize change of blood flow in the 

brain associated with neural activity (27); however, it is costly and difficult to be implemented comparing with 

some other portable instruments. [14C]iadoantipyrene autoradiography (IAP) has been used as the gold standard for 

providing blood perfusion information in animal brains (28). But it needs to combine with histological sections to 

provide 3D information of blood flow, thus, it cannot assess dynamic blood flow in the same imaging subject. 

Single photon emission computer tomography (SPECT) is a functional imaging technique used to determine blood 

flow on the distribution of radio-pharmaceuticals (29). Positron emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear medicine 

imaging technique, which detects gamma rays emitted by the injected radionuclide tracer to produce 3D functional 

image of biological tissue. This technique is more sensitive than SPECT but the isotope has a shorter half-life and it 

is costly. In addition, both techniques are limited by their spatial resolution (typically ~1-5 mm), which is not high 

enough to resolve individual blood vessels (30, 31). Based on detecting injected contrast material, computerized 

tomography (CT) could produce detailed 3D micro vasculature map. But the injected contrast agent will increase 

the risk to the imaging subject (32).  

Due to the available high imaging spatial resolution (micron scale), more and more attention has been attracted by 

optical imaging techniques, which could reveal more fundamental details of vascular structure, function, and 

dynamic changes, such as angiogenesis. For example, single-wavelength optic intrinsic imaging (33) can 
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qualitatively map the spatial organization of functional activations, though it cannot quantitatively extract 

comprehensive information including dynamic blood oxygenation and blood flow rate. Confocal (34) and 

multi-photon (36) microscopies are commonly used techniques which can achieve ultrahigh resolution (~1  m) 

imaging. They have been used to map microvasculature (35, 36). However, the imaging depth is only ~300  m in 

human skin (36, 37) and mouse cranium is needed to be thinned or removed in mouse brain imaging, which still 

induces risk to the subjects. Besides, it is not a fluorescent tissue marker free imaging, which makes the 

experimental operation and results interpretation more complicated. Photo acoustic microscopy (38) can access 

variances of the parameters, but it is a contacted technology and unpredicted effects could be induced to the 

imaging samples.  

Laser Doppler imaging (39) and single wavelength laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) (40, 41) can effectively 

enables measurement of blood flow rate. Laser speckle contrast imaging was first introduced in the 1980s (42). It is 

a powerful tool for full-field imaging of blood flow (42). Based on statistically quantification of the fluctuation of 

speckle pattern, it has found widespread application, as it allows imaging of two dimensional (2D) local changes in 

blood flow with high spatial and temporal resolution (43-45). However, they are limited to 2D peripheral blood flow 

mapping (41, 46). Hence, they are unable to detect changes in blood oxygenation. Spectroscopy methods (e.g. 

near-infrared spectroscopy: NIRs) are capable of determining the changes in the concentrations of hemoglobin 

based on light absorption differentiation of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (Hb); 

however, they cannot detect blood flow (47). Dual-wavelength laser speckle contrast imaging (DW-LSCI) integrates 

the single wavelength LSCI system and NIRs that enables the imaging of both the relative changes in blood flow 

and changes in hemoglobin concentration. Dual-wavelength laser speckle contrast imaging has been previously 

used to investigate functional activation and cerebral ischemia (48, 49) in small animal models. However, these 

systems require either a filter chopper, or a digital signal for modulating or triggering the light sources; therefore, 

the temporal resolution is limited to 2 Hz (50), 10-29 Hz (51), 18 Hz (48), and 80 Hz (52) with low spatial 

resolutions (256 256 pixels). These temporal resolutions are too slow to be sensitive to fast physiological responses, 

which occur within a few milliseconds (53). Also, the acquired images are interleaved; therefore, a time interval 

exists between the images acquired from each wavelength. Although interpolation allows the frames to be registered 
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at the same time point, it adds errors to the measurements. Recently, some multi-mode imaging techniques for blood 

flow diagnostics have been proposed using a combined fluorescence intravital microscopy, dynamic light scattering, 

and spectrally enhanced microscopy modalities (54) and MRI (55). However, these methods require the injections 

of contrast agents, and their temporal resolution is relatively slow.  

Therefore, the understanding of the mechanisms underlying the pathophysiology of hypoperfusion in peripheral 

circulations and ischemic disorders or diseases are limited by the imaging capability in simultaneously monitoring 

changes of macro- and micro-circulations by extracting full set of parameters down to capillaries deep into the 

tissue, with non-contact, non-invasive, and in vivo manners. 

1.3 Laser speckle imaging and optical coherence tomography 

Optical imaging techniques are sensitive to several optical parameters, such as scattering and absorption, which if 

combined with the Doppler Effect (56-58), allow for the measurement of changes of blood flow, concentration of 

hemoglobin, and morphology of blood vessels. Laser speckle contrast imaging can trace its history back to the 

1980s, when a camera was used to obtain a quick snapshot image of a time-integrated speckle pattern. It was 

advanced in the 1990s for imaging blood flow in the retina and skin with the availability of faster digital acquisition 

and processing technologies. Based on quantification of the fluctuation of speckle patterns, which are formed by 

light backscattered from the moving particles (e.g., red blood cells) in typical vessels, LSCI method can provide 

real-time two-dimensional speckle contrast maps of vasculatures with high-temporal resolution (59). As long as the 

blood flow is increased, the intensity fluctuations of the speckle pattern will be speeded up in this area. The speckle 

pattern becomes blurred in the area when integrated over the camera exposure time (2-30 ms) (46, 60-63). Then, the 

speckle contrast will decrease. A 2-D map of blood flow can be extracted based on a contrast-flow model (46, 

60-63). Laser speckle contrast imaging techniques (64-66) are noninvasive techniques and have been widely used to 

evaluate vascular abnormalities (e.g. blood flow change) in dermatology (67), ophthalmology (68, 69), and 

neurology (70). Dual wavelength laser speckle contrast imaging (44, 46, 48, 71) is a well-developed imaging 

modality that has been successfully used to measure rapid changes of blood flow (72-74) and tissue oxygenation (33, 

46, 52) with a large field of view.  

http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E7%9C%BC%E7%A7%91+ophthalmology-0.html
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Using coherence gating, Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is able to use laser sources with broadband to 

precisely localize light from small volumes, thereby enabling high-resolution imaging of tissue microstructure (75). 

Optical coherence tomography enables visualization of tissue microstructure in situ and in real time with spatial 

resolutions in the 1-10  m range (76-79). Superluminescent diodes (SLDs) are usually employed in OCT systems to 

enable imaging with 10-15  m axial resolution. The longitudinal resolution in OCT images is inversely proportional 

to the optical bandwidth and proportional to the square of the center wavelength of the light source, λc
2
/Δλ; hence, 

ultrahigh resolution OCT requires broad bandwidth Δλ. The spectral region between 1.0  m and 1.5  m is of high 

interest for OCT due to the high penetration depth in biological tissue (80). The particles within the OCT resolution 

volume can be categorized into three groups: entering or exiting particles, flowing or diffusing, and static (81). As a 

functional extension of OCT, phase-resolved Doppler OCT (PRDOCT) (82) is developed to extract velocity 

information of blood flow in functional vessels within the scanned tissue beds, by evaluating phase differences 

between adjacent A-lines in an OCT B-scan frame. PRDOCT has been applied in imaging, for example, cerebral 

blood flow (83). The PRDOCT method is of high resolution and high sensitivity to blood flow, however, its imaging 

performance is greatly deteriorated by characteristic texture pattern artifact, which results from optical 

heterogeneity of the sample (84); and phase instability due to the sample motion artifacts(85). Being a variation of 

Fourier domain OCT (86, 87), optical micro-angiography (OMAG) (88) is an imaging technique that can effectively 

separate moving elements, such as flowing blood cells, from the static scattering elements, i.e., microstructures. It 

uses the endogenous light scattering from flowing blood cells to produce the imaging contrast, therefore, it is a 

label-free technique. It is capable of producing 3D images of dynamic blood perfusion within microcirculatory 

tissue beds with an imaging depth of ~2 mm. 

It maps the tissue structure into one image, and maps the blood perfusion into another image whose contrast is 

based on the velocity of blood flow. Currently, blood flow, typically in the range of ~100-15,000  m/s (89), can be 

detected. A sensitivity to blood flow down to 4  m/sec has been reported utilizing the most recent developed 

modality called ultra-high sensitive OMAG (UHS-OMAG) (89). With such marvelous sensitivity to the flow, this 

modality has been successfully employed to image the microcirculations within neovascularization in rodent brain 

(90), human retina (91, 92) and human skin (89). Optical micro-angiography minimizes problems of sample 
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movement and noise artifacts typically presented in Doppler OCT by frequency modulation in the interferograms. 

This reduction in background noise allows visualization of the low perfusion in the capillaries, and creates an image 

with greater dynamic range of measurement and hence greater contrast.  

In general, OMAG is sensitive to functional blood vessel micromorphology (89, 93). Dual wavelength laser speckle 

contrast imaging system is sensitive to changes in blood flow and the concentration of hemoglobin (94, 95). 

Therefore, an integration of these two techniques would provide high-resolution 3D imaging of functional blood 

vessel hymodynamics and metabolism. 

1.4 Multi-model technique through integrating dual wavelength laser speckle and OMAG 

technologies 

We develop a novel multi-model imaging technique to simultaneously elicit the aforementioned blood perfusion 

parameters. The new imaging modality is able to image cerebral microcirculation and blood oxygenation not only in 

regional bulk tissue but also down to the capillary level. By the use of two complementary 

metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) cameras, we developed a synchronized DW-LSCI (SDW-LSCI) system which 

can simultaneously acquire reflectance images backscattered from a sample illuminated by lights at two 

wavelengths (λ1: 780 nm and λ2: 825 nm), necessary for tissue oxygenation evaluation. The frame rate ranges from 

100 Hz to 500 Hz for ~1000 × 1000 pixels (pixel size 12  m 12  m), enabling acquiring images at both 

wavelengths simultaneously with a higher spatial and temporal resolution than prior reported systems (48, 51, 52, 

71, 96). We demonstrated the applicability of the dual wavelength laser speckle contrast imaging system by imaging 

the relative changes of the blood flow as well as the changes in the concentration of HbO, Hb and HbT in an 

experimental stroke model. We also integrated the SDW-LSCI system with OMAG system and take advantage of 

mutual complementarities to provide full set of information of tissue response in 2D and 3D. The newly developed 

multi-model system is capable of providing a non-invasive, non-contact, high resolution, high sensitivity, and high 

efficiency technology for evaluation of multiple hemodynamic and metabolic parameters along the time course of 

the disease and the effectiveness of treatment. These advantages will greatly improve the research based on other 

imaging techniques and investigation of mechanisms of microvascular response to tissue injury in vivo. 
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This thesis mainly addresses an understudied area in tissue injury, including the vascular function in wound healing 

and brain ischemia. The mechanisms for tissue injury, such as brain injury, to repair remain unclear. Blood flow 

plays a rescuing role to supply oxygen and nutrients immediately onto the injury, followed by a long period of 

recovering time, and the whole procedure is accompanied by vessel angiogenesis and remodeling (97). A better 

assessment of the microvascular dynamics and tissue oxygen consumption during pathophysiological conditions 

will be beneficial to understand the mechanisms of tissue injury (98).  

In preclinical study, the multi-model optical systems can aid in the study of mechanisms linking vascular function to 

disorders or diseases. We can investigate the mechanism by which ischemia alters neuronal structure and function 

resulting in neurovascular disease.  

Pre-clinical studies on animal models for testing novel approaches and treatments could provide opportunities to 

early diagnose diseases and develop potentially useful clinical therapeutics. For example, various neurovascular 

diseases, such as stroke, are probably initiated by low blood supply with embolism or embolism alone (99, 100). 

Our studies could help in diagnosing stroke at its early stage by determination of the abnormalities of vasculature 

before the onsite of the disease. They could also expedite the design and assessment of therapies to improve 

vascular function in disorders or diseases. Therapeutic interventions, such as epoxyeicosatrienoic acids, which can 

induce vasodilatation endogenously in human, are devoted to improving hypoperfusion, and are considered the most 

promising treatments for stroke at its early stage. Therefore, not only for investigation of mechanisms, but also for 

monitoring the treatment effect after inducing therapeutic intervention to control or slow the progression of 

neurovascular diseases (e.g. stroke, migraine, traumatic brain injury, and vascular dementia in human), a 

multi-model imaging system is highly demanded.  

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

The goal of this research is to investigate the use of a multifunctional optical imaging system to investigate 

hemodynamic responses to tissue injury in vivo. The research encompasses technology development and preclinical 

applications, which required an interdisciplinary approach to problem solving. The key personnel who collaborated 

on this research are listed in the acknowledgments.  
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In this dissertation, Chapter 1 provides the basic background, theory and system level overview for the 

synchronized dual wavelength laser speckle system and optical microangiography system currently in use in the 

BAIL. Chapter 2 covers the design and optimization of the 1
st
 generation multifunctional system. The system 

characteristics are presented. This chapter also describes the investigation of the 1
st
 generation system to 

non-invasively assess early biological changes in injured tissue. Chapter 3 covers a speeded up 2
nd

 generation 

multi-model imaging system and its utilization in monitoring response of tissue injury. Chapter 4 demonstrates that 

the newly developed 2
nd

 generation system could qualitatively and quantitatively differentiate the degree of injury in 

a stroke mouse model. The results suggest the system can be used to monitor both morphological and functional 

information near and in the ischemic regions in the mouse brain subjected to middle cerebral artery occlusion.  

 

Chapter 2. Development of a 1
st
 generation multi-model imaging system capable of 

providing hemodynamic and morphological information of microcirculatory tissue 

beds in vivo 

This chapter is a description of the construction of the 1
st
 generation combined multi-model imaging system that can 

simultaneously image blood flow, blood oxygenation, and vascular remodeling in small animal models. The 

integrated system that incorporates a dual wavelength laser speckle imaging system and ultra-high sensitive OMAG 

system can provide the aforementioned parameters of the injured tissue response. Briefly, the DW-LSCI system can 

provide a large field-of-view of blood flow, blood oxygenation information at fast imaging speed. The OMAG can 

provide the depth-resolved blood vessel remodeling response information with high spatial resolution and high flow 

sensitivity.   

2.1. Development and validation of the 1
st
G multi-model imaging system 

As the huge dataset scanned by high sensitivity and high resolution optical imaging (e.g. OMAG) over a whole 
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organ (e.g. mouse ear flap, or mouse brain) induces inevitable burden for the imaging implementation, a fast, 

synchronized and large field of view optical imaging technique is required to localize the exact injured region core 

of the tissue and then guide the OMAG for subtleties investigation.  

The 1
st
G DW-LSCI system is utilized to monitor the hemodynamic response in experimental stroke. The 1

st
G 

multi-model imaging system is finally utilized to differentiate the wound-healing process in the wound core, 

bilateral, upstream, and downstream of the tissue wound (101). 

 

2.1.1. DW-LSCI system and method for attaining flow and oxygenation 

2.1.1.1 1
st
G DW-LSCI system configuration 

The DW-LSCI system (shown in the right part of Fig. 1) contains two single-mode laser diodes with a wavelength 

of λ1 = 780-nm (30 mW) and λ2 = 825-nm (30 mW). The lasers are modulated with an optical chopper at a 

frequency of 2 Hz, such that only one laser wavelength is selected at a given time. The two laser beams are aligned 

via a beam splitter such that they illuminate the same surface area of the sample. The incidence of the laser beam is 

set at a 30° angle from the tissue surface (102) to minimize specular reflection. The diffusely reflected light from 

the tissue is detected with a CMOS camera (Basler A 504k, 12801024 pixels) through a zoom lens, which provides 

an adjustable magnification. The speckle size (>~19 µm) can satisfy the requirement that the speckle size must be 

larger than twice of the size of the camera pixels (~8.5 µm) (103) (see Equation 1), which maximizes the contrast of 

the speckle patterns (40, 104). This is achieved by setting a magnification of 2.5 and imaging a field of view of ~4

4 mm
2
. The scanning protocol of the system is shown in Fig. 4 (A). The camera exposure time was set to ~10 ms, to 

render high contrast images with sufficient dynamic range for speckle flow imaging (48, 102). The contrast to noise 

ratio is high at 5 ms-10 ms exposure time (40, 44, 105). The DW-LSCI system captures 500 frames for each dataset. 

The frame acquisition frequency is set to 2 Hz; therefore, it takes ~4 min to capture a data set. The speckle contrast 

sensitivity of particle dynamics via camera exposure time over decorrelation time is shown in Fig. 2 (40, 105): T is 

camera exposure time;    is decorrelation time of flow particles in the flow sample. At the point that T=  , the 
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speckle contrast sensitivity is maximum. We experimentally tested the system spatiotemporal resolutions and flow 

sensitivities using flow phantom (shown in Fig. 2). (101) 

                                                        [1] 

where          denotes the speckle size,   is the wavelength of light, M is the magnification of the imaging 

system, and     is the f number of the system. Overall, an optical imaging system is developed to first localize the 

exact injured region core of the tissue and will be utilized for guiding OMAG to investigate the subtleties of tissue 

injury. 

 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the multi-model optical imaging system. SLD: super-luminescent diode, OC: optical circulator, 

PC: polarization controller, FL: focusing lens, LD: laser diode, CH: chopper, M: mirror, BS: beam splitter, AL: adjusting lens, 

C: camera, ZL: zoom lens. The insert is a photo of the mouse pinna. Each division on the ruler is 1 mm. (101) 
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Figure 2 System performances: resolutions and sensitivities. (a) LSCI system spatial resolution: ~7.2 μm; (b) 

Speckle contrast image of the flow phantom; this experiment is used for flow sensitivity and temporal resolution 

testing. The tubing diameter is ~1.00 mm, and the solution is diluted 2% milk. The tubing is driven by a syringe 

pump. (c) LSCI system flow sensitivity and model of the contrast via the ratio of exposure time/decorrelation 

time. From this figure, we can estimate that the flow sensitivity of the LSCI system is ~30 μm/s, and exposure 

time has influence on the contrast values in the low flow range: 0-1000 μm/s.  

One of the characteristics of the system is that the light sources (780 nm and 825 nm) of the system are modulated 

by an optical chopper to interactively illuminate onto the sample, and subsequently backscattered from the sample 

and received by the camera. The speckle size is considered large enough if the static sample has the value of speckle 

contrast ~0.9, tested by a white static plate. The spatial resolution (Fig. 2(a)) of the laser speckle system is ~ 7.2 µm, 
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which was tested by imaging the USAF RES Target (resolution test pattern). The highest temporal resolution is 2 

ms (frame rate 500 fps) and flow sensitivity is ~30.0 µm/s, tested by tubing phantom flow driven by a syringe pump 

(Harvard Apparatus Model 55-1111). 

2.1.1.2 Methods for attaining the large field of view DW-LSCI flow and oxygenation images 

Speckle pattern remains constant over time as long as a laser beam is illuminated into a static tissue. However, when 

there are scattering particles that are in motion, e.g., RBC moving in a patient’s blood vessels, it leads to 

time-varying fluctuations in light intensity, resulting in dynamic speckle. As long as the camera has sufficient 

temporal response to record the time-varying speckle, the spatial or temporal speckle contrast can be used to 

visualize the dynamic blood flow (46). The speckle contrast    at pixel (x, y) is calculated by Equation 2, in the 

case of temporal contrast method in which a series of N frames are recorded over a time period of T (106): 

        
       

        
 
  
   

                      
    

        
 

[2] 

where    is the temporal standard deviation,          is the mean intensity of pixel       over N frames,         

is the light intensity recorded by the camera at the i’th frame (i=1, 2, …N). This method is simple and efficient, 

though it has limitation in providing optimal treatment to suppress the background scattering signals from the static 

elements, leading to reduced visibility of small blood vessels, in particular the capillaries (shown in Fig. 3). Thus, 

we proposed an alternative analysis method to contrast blood flows. For achieving better contrast, we first perform a 

division operation on adjacent images, i.e.,                                . This operation of division 

emphasizes the scattering particles in motion, as the diffuse reflectance of background static tissue recorded by the 

camera remains relatively constant. We then calculate the differences between two consecutive division images, 

        =                       (107). Due to static tissue elements on one hand and an increased 

highlighting of fine changes between adjacent frames on the other, this computation suppressed the background 

signals (107). Finally, we use standard deviation         to extract blood flow contrast in the resulting mLSCI 

images: 
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[3] 

where          is the means of difference:          
 

 
    
 
         (107). 

The aforementioned method was aimed to enhance the contrast (shown in Fig. 3). However, for the flow velocity 

measurement, we use the spatial contrast, which was calculated as the ratio of standard deviation (  ) to the mean 

intensity of each binning window <I>. A five by five pixel binning window was applied on the raw image to reduce 

noise. The relationship between the speckle contrast and the dynamic features of the speckles is expressed in 

Equation 4, where the relative change of blood flow is derived from the model reported in (40, 44).  

                             

                          [4] 

where T is exposure time of the camera;    is the correlation time which is assumed to be inversely proportional to 

a measure of the velocity of the scattering particles.  
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Figure 3 Resulting images from temporal contrast Kt (top row) and the corresponding motion enhanced contrast     (bottom 

row) for the exposure time of (a, d) 4 ms, (b, e) 10 ms, and (c, f) 40 ms, respectively. (107) 

The relative blood flow change could be resolved through calculating the relative flow velocity change. Different 

concentration of HbO and Hb can generate modulation to the backscattered light intensity captured by the cameras. 

According to Beer-Lambert law, the relationship between the concentrations of HbO and Hb could be presented by 

Equation 5 (108, 109). 

      
   

  
  
      

       
         

      
                                 [5] 

where    
   

  
  
  is called the absorbance.  is the molar spectral absorbance coefficient of an absorbing 

chromophore;     is the light intensity of different wavelengths at a specific measurement time point.     is the 

path length of the light inside the medium. Because the two wavelengths we chose are very similar, the path lengths 

of two different lights can be assumed to be the same (110, 111) and could be estimated to ~1.5 mm through Monte 

Carlo simulations (112). As the two lights is coupled by a fiber, the lights will be evenly illuminate onto the sample, 

with the same initial light power,   
  , initial light intensity of the two-wavelength light evenly illuminated to the 

mouse brain, will be considered as the same. If we use three wavelengths, different combination of the captured 
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images of different wavelengths will produce two equations with two variables based on Equation 5, through which 

the concentration of HbO and Hb could be resolved. The total hemoglobin concentration can be obtained from 

HbT=HbO+Hb and is assumed to be linearly proportional to the local blood volume (48). To reduce the speckle 

noise, ten frames will be first averaged before the calculation. For the hemoglobin images, no spatial averaging will 

be used. Here, we use two wavelengths to compute changes in the concentration of HbO and Hb, which can be 

measured through diffuse reflectance due to the changes of light absorption. Equation 6 is a model based on the 

Beer-Lambert law (48, 110) which extracts the concentration changes of HbO and Hb. 

                                                                                                            

[6] 

 

 

where  is the molar spectral absorbance coefficient of an absorbing chromophore; )(
1

tR
, )(

2

tR
 are the 

measured diffuse reflectances at the two wavelengths after the wound; )0(
1

R  and )0(
2

R  are the baseline diffuse 

reflectance values prior to the wound. 
1

L and
2

L , are the path lengths of the light inside the medium and assumed 

to be constant, time-invariant and equal to ~1.5 mm (110, 111). The change in total hemoglobin concentration can 

be obtained from ΔHbT=ΔHbO+ΔHb and is assumed to be linearly proportional to the local blood volume (48). 

2.1.2 UHS-OMAG system for high resolution 3D microvascular networks imaging 

Based on coherence gating and frequency domain Optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT), OMAG is able to 

select the backscattered photons from the moving blood cells for image remodeling. The axial and lateral 

resolutions of OMAG are dependent on the light bandwidth (source coherence length) and the numerical aperture of 

the objective lens, respectively. 

2.1.2.1. OMAG system configuration 

As shown in Fig. 1 (left part), a superluminescent diode with a central wavelength of 1310 nm and a bandwidth of 
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65 nm is used as a light source, which yields an axial resolution of ~9  m in the tissue (113). The light from the 

light source was divided into two paths through a 22 optical coupler, one for the reference arm and the other for 

the sample arm. In the sample arm, the light was coupled into a custom-designed optical system, containing a 

collimator, a pair of galvo mirrors, and an objective lens with a 50 mm focal length. This design of the optical 

system provided a ~16 µm lateral resolution (113). The depth of field (DOF) is about 200  m. The lights 

backscattered from the sample and reflected from the reference mirror are recombined using the 22 optical coupler, 

and then transmitted to a home-built spectrometer via an optical circulator for the detection of the spectral 

interference signal. The spectrometer has a spectral resolution of 0.141 nm, providing an imaging depth of 2.22 mm 

into the sample. A high speed InGaAs line scan camera (SUI, Goodrich Corp) is used in the spectrometer to capture 

the interferograms at a recording speed of 92,000 A-lines per second. With this imaging speed, the system’s 

sensitivity has been determined to be 105 dB at a depth position of 0.5 mm from the zero-delay line. A scanning 

protocol which yields fast imaging speeds was utilized. The scanning protocol of the system is shown in Fig. 4 (B). 

Briefly, a saw tooth waveform is used to drive the x-scanner (for fast B scan) and a step function waveform is used 

to drive the y-scanner (for a 3D scan). Along the x-scanning direction, 256 A-lines are captured at ~8 µm spatial 

interval between adjacent A-lines to achieve one B-scan cross-sectional image, which covers a range of ~2 mm on 

the sample. The duty cycle for the rising side of the saw tooth waveform is set at ~80% per cycle, which provides a 

B-scans frame rate of ~280 fps. For the y-scanning direction, the 2 mm scan range is evenly divided into 200 steps 

with a 10 µm spatial interval between them. In each step, ten frames are captured and processed to extract one 

B-scan cross-sectional flow image (89). The system acquires 2000 frames to form each three dimensional dataset. 

The total time for acquiring one 3D data set takes ~7 seconds, which is suitable for in vivo detection. Twenty 

datasets can be sequentially acquired in different regions and stitched together to obtain a wide field image that 

covers an area of ~128 mm. 

2.1.2.2. Methods for attaining the high spatial resolution UHS-OMAG images 
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Figure 4 Schematic of imaging protocols of (A) DW-LSCI and (B) OMAG systems. DW-LSCI system captures the frames 

similar to taking snapshots. The speckle pattern fluctuation images are first acquired by the CMOS camera, and then analyzed 

statistically. OMAG B scan cross section image (x-z direction) is composed by thousands of A lines, and then hundreds of B 

scan cross section images are acquired along the y direction (C scan) to finally achieve a 3D image.    

LSCI

Motion artifacts might be generated from involuntary movement as long as UHS-OMAG system is able to pick up 

small-scale velocity changes. To solve the problem, a new scanning protocol is introduced in order to achieve faster 

imaging speed than that was used in our previous work (89). In order to image the slow blood flow within capillary 

vessels while keeping the imaging time at the same order as the conventional approach, the method is performed by 

decreasing A-line density in one B-scan, while increasing B-scan density (89). 

Briefly, a saw tooth waveform was used to drive x-scanner (for fast B scan); a step function waveform was operated 

for the y-scanner. To achieve one B-scan cross-sectional image, 128 A-lines, along x-scanning direction, are 

captured with a 15  m spatial interval between adjacent A-lines. The B-scan cross-sectional image covers a range of 

2 mm on the tissue. The speed for B-scans is determined at 280 fps when the duty cycle for the rising side of the 

saw tooth waveform is set at 75% in one cycle. As to the y-scanning direction, the 2 mm scan range is evenly 

divided into 200 steps with a 10  m spatial interval. At each step, five frames are captured and processed to extract 
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one B-scan cross-sectional flow image (89). The B-scan cross-sectional flow image is extracted by applying OMAG 

algorithm on C-scan direction (elevational direction), rather than B-scan direction (lateral direction) as in the 

conventional approach (114). We can use a time interval between adjacent B-scans at 3.3 ms to achieve a flow 

sensitivity close to 4  m/s (115). The total time for acquiring each 3D data cube takes only 3.6 seconds, which is 

suitable for in vivo detection.  

In the following section, we will show that the different depth 2D en face images and 3D volume images afforded 

by the UHS-OMAG imaging datasets can be manipulated to directly examine in details the appearance of the blood 

vessel networks under normal and diseased conditions. 

 

2.1.2.3 In vivo volumetric imaging of microcirculation within human skin under psoriatic conditions 

using Optical microangiography (116) 

Vascular abnormalities may play an important role in dermatologic diseases, such as psoriasis and skin cancer. A 

non-invasive imaging modality capable of assessing 3D microcirculations within skin tissue beds in vivo is needed, 

that can improve our understanding of vascular involvement in these skin conditions. In this section, we aim to 

demonstrate the feasibility of using UHS-OMAG to visualize skin microcirculations in 3D. We will also quantify 

microvascular density under normal and psoriatic conditions in vivo.(116) 

The UHS-OMAG system works at 1,310 nm wavelength for in vivo imaging of microcirculation in human skin. At 

this time, the system has an axial resolution of 10  m and lateral resolution of 20  m. We set the frame rate at 280 

fps to acquire 3D imaging dataset. The 3D dataset encompasses morphology and capillary level microvascular 

blood perfusion within the scanned skin tissue volume. Using this system, we performed imaging experiments on 

the plaque type psoriatic skin of a volunteer. 

Blood vessel elongation and the denser network are shown in the 3D images acquired from the psoriatic lesion skin 

compared with normal skin. The Statistical analyses demonstrate that higher blood vessel density was presented 

within the psoriasis lesion skin. UHS-OMAG can be a valuable tool for imaging skin microcirculations 

non-invasively with high speed and high-sensitivity. Therefore, it may play an important role in future clinical 

diagnosis and treatment of dermatologic diseases such as psoriasis. (116) 
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2.1.2.3.1. Background and significance 

Approximately 2% of the population in western countries is affected by psoriasis, which is a chronic, inflammatory 

skin condition (117). The prominence of dermal microvascular expansion in lesion skin has been demonstrated and 

that psoriasis is angiogenesis-dependent was suggested in previous studies (118). A non-invasive imaging means is 

needed to assess abnormality of blood circulation conditions within the tissue beds of human skin. As long as the 

imaging tool of high resolution and high sensitivity to blood flow is developed, the capillary vessels can be resolved 

within human skin. Nowadays, there are several technical methods available for imaging the macro- and micro- 

vasculatures within human skin in vivo. Capillaroscopy and videocapillaroscopy (119, 120) are considered reliable 

ways to perform microvascular analyses. However, they can only provide capillary morphology within a very 

superficial layer, less than100  m. Here, we demonstrate the utility of the UHS-OMAG in assessing subcutaneous 

vasculatures within normal and diseased skin tissue beds in vivo. We show that UHS-OMAG is capable of 

distinguish the microcirculation network within the psoriatic skin from that in healthy skin. The results show the 

promising utilities of UHS-OMAG imaging modality in pre-diagnosing skin diseases, such as psoriasis. (116) 

2.1.2.3.2. Material and methods 

The schematic of the imaging system setup is similar to that shown in Figure 1 (left), which is similar to the one 

reported in Ref. (89). As aforementioned, the system is illuminated by a superluminescent diode light source with a 

central wavelength of 1,310 nm and a bandwidth of 65 nm that yields an axial resolution of 10  m in air. The light 

power of the beam incident upon the skin was 3 mW, which is below the safe occupational exposure level 

established by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI Z136.1) (121). This design of the optical probe 

could provide a 20  m lateral resolution for skin imaging. Here, the spectrometer has a designed spectral resolution 

of 0.141 nm, providing an imaging depth of 2.22 mm into the sample (assuming the refractive of the skin is 1.35). 

The system sensitivity has been determined at 105 dB at a depth position of 0.5 mm, with a high speed InGaAs line 

scan camera employed in the spectrometer to capture the interferograms at a recording speed of 47,000 A-lines per 

second. With these setups, the system sensitivity to the blood flow is determined to be within a range of 4-22.2 

 m/sec. Such sensitivity is sufficient to image the capillary blood vessels within skin tissue beds. The imaging is 
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done through air without any contact to the subject, as long as the optical probe is situated 30 mm above the skin of 

interest.  

We performed the measurements on a young male volunteer with a stable psoriasis plaque located at the front 

region of the right elbow. The experimental procedures were in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, 

as revised in 2008. With the forearm positioned under the optical imaging (shown in Fig. 5 (A)), the volunteer was 

comfortably seated during imaging. The normal skin and lesion skin areas examined by the UHS-OMAG system 

are shown in Fig. 5 (A). A photograph is taken from the subject, shown in Fig. 5 (C). The psoriasis lesion skin 

appears reddish, indicated by the white arrow. The tested area (marked by red square 2) was randomly selected. It 

covered a surface area of 2 mm by 2 mm on the lesion skin. A normal skin area of 4 mm
2
 (marked by the yellow 

square 1) was also randomly selected in the region that is close to the lesion region. (116) 

Twenty different positions in total (2 mm x 2 mm for each) were randomly selected for UHS-OMAG imaging, 10 

of which from the areas bearing the psoriasis lesion skin and the other 10 from the normal skin adjacent to the 

psoriasis lesion. (116) 

2.1.2.3.3. Results 

Figure 5 (B) shows a schematic drawing of microcirculation within human skin. Referring to the histopathology 

(122, 123), the dermal vasculature encompasses of two major horizontal vascular networks. The networks include 

the deep reticular vascular plexus lying near the dermal/hypodermal interface in the dermis and the superficial 

papillary vascular plexus lying at the junction between the epidermis and the vascularized dermis. (116) The two 

layers of plexuses are linked by the communicating blood vessels which are oriented perpendicular to the plexuses 

(122). 

The results are discussed in relation to the differences of blood vessels between the lesion and normal skins. Typical 

B-scan cross-sectional structure images were captured from the areas (shown in Fig. 5 (C)), representing the normal 

and the lesion skins, respectively. The UHS-OMAG algorithm was extracted and highlighted the functional vessel 

morphology. It is obvious that the papillary vessels in the lesion skin (marked by the red arrows) appeared more 

abundant and much longer than those in the normal skin (marked by yellow arrows). (116) All the results 
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demonstrated here and the following part are based on a single human subject study. 

 

 

Figure 5 (A) Schematic of UHS-OMAG system. SLD, superluminescent diode; PC, polarization controller; CCD, 

charge-coupled device. Measurements were performed on a stable psoriasis plaques located in the antecubital skin of a 33 

year-old male volunteer. (B) Schematic of microcirculation network within human skin, which structurally contains of three 
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layers marked as epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis. The dermis consists of papillary layer and reticular layer. (C) Photograph 

shows the regions of interest selected for UHS-OMAG imaging. The yellow square indicates an area of the normal skin (1), and 

the red square of the psoriasis lesion (2). Typical OMAG B-scan images taken from the regions of interest: Representative 

B-scan structural and the corresponding blood flow images obtained from the normal skin area (b, c) and from the psoriasis 

lesion skin area, respectively. The yellow arrows and red arrows indicate some representative blood vessels. (116) 

The expanded superficial microvessels in psoriasis lesion are located close to the epidermis. Volumetric 

visualization of tissue morphology and micro-vasculature can be made available for both the normal and lesion skin, 

by combining together the cross-sectional flow images with sequential structural images. (116)  Fig. 6 (A) 

illustrates the representative en face images at different depth positions (each column for the same depth) extracted 

from the volumetric blood flow images of the normal skin (the upper row) and the psoriasis lesion skin (the lower 

row), respectively. (116) The columns in Fig. 6 (A) correspond to the depth (measured from the surface of the skin) 

of 210  m [(a) and (e)], 340  m [(b) and (f)], 530  m [(c) and (g)], 720  m [(d) and (h)], respectively, from the 

surface to deeper tissue of skin. The microcirculation within the lesion skin demonstrates a totally different pattern 

from that within the normal skin through comparison. Almost no functional blood vessel networks could be 

observed at 210  m depth within the normal skin. It indicates that this depth layer belongs to the epidermal layer 

due to that no blood vessel anatomically in the normal epidermal layer (123). Different with Fig. 6 (A)a, Fig. 6(A)e 

demonstrates the dense bright spots of blood vessels at the same depth, which indicate the papillary loops at the 

junction between the epidermis and the dermis. It implies that the epidermal layer of the lesion skin is thinner than 

that of the normal skin. Fig. 6(A) b shows the capillary loops at the depth of 340   m within the normal skin. Some 

representative papillary loops are marked by 1. Connecting the dermal arterioles and venules by forming capillary 

loops in the papillary plexus, those papillary loops lie horizontally through the papillary layer due to the elongation 

and microvascular angiogenesis (124), the papillary vessels in the lesion skin are represented as bright spots 

[marked by 2 in (e) and 3 in (f)] in a depth of region from 210–340  m. Fig. 6 (A)c, g exhibits the superficial 

reticular perfusion maps from the normal and lesion skin at the same depth (530  m), respectively. The vessel 

density in the lesion skin appears larger than that in the normal skin shown in Fig.6 (A) c, probably due to 

angiogenesis. We also visualized angiogenesis through comparing Fig. 6 (A) d with h, which represent the deeper 

reticular vessel networks within the normal and lesion skin at the same depth, respectively. The overlaid 3D view of 
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normal skin and lesion skin is shown in Fig. 6 (B). This 3D view demonstrates that papillary loops appeared 

elongated in the psoriasis skin. Moreover, the blood vessel in the lesion skin is much denser than that in the normal 

skin. (116) 

The blood vessel density (BVD) was computed as a quantitative metric for comparing blood vessel patterns within 

normal and psoriatic skins. Here, BVD was defined as the ratio of the blood vessels area (BVA) to the total area of 

the tissue slice, the B-scan structure area (SA). By setting a threshold value of 15 dB to eliminate the noise effect on 

the calculations, B-scan images, including blood flow images and corresponding microstructural images, were 

converted into binary images. Afterwards, BVA and SA were determined by the pixel numbers of binary image of 

blood flow and the corresponding structural image, respectively. Finally, the BVD value was calculated using the 

function: 

                                              [7] 

For statistical analysis, twenty different regions of skin areas (each of 2 mm x 2mm) were randomly selected and 

examined. Ten was selected from the psoriasis lesion skin and the other ten from the normal skin. We generated two 

groups of BVD values: the first one was from psoriasis lesion skin; the second one i from the normal skin. For each 

group, we elicited fifty BVD values. Fig. 6 (C) shows the histogram distribution of the BVD values. By fitting the 

experimental data to the normal distribution function, the normal distribution bell-curves were evaluated. It is 

noticible that both the distributions of the BVD values from normal skin (blue bars) and lesion skin (red bars) 

approximately follow the normal distribution. The null-hypothesis and alternative hypothesis were used to 

statistically evaluate the difference of BVD within the normal skin and the lesion skin. The null-hypothesis H0 is 

that the mean value of BVD values obtained from the psoriasis lesion skin is not significantly different from those 

from the normal skin. The alternative hypothesis HA is that the mean value of BVD values obtained from the 

psoriasis lesion skin is significantly larger than those from the normal skin. Using Student’s t-test test, the difference 

between blood vessel densities in normal and psoriasis human skin with was found to be significant with P-value 

<0.001. The bar graphs of BVD values for the normal skin and psoriasis lesion skin are shown in Fig. 6 (D). From 

the graph, the BVD of normal skin (0.3687 0.0422) is significantly smaller than that of the psoriasis lesion skin 

(0.5286 0.0603).  
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Here,it indicates that UHS-OMAG is capable of differentiating the blood vessel network within the normal skin 

from that in the psoriatic skin conditions. We can use cross-sectional image (B-scan frame) and representative 

volumetric images to visualize differences of microcirculation between the normal skin and lesion skin. The en face 

images in Fig. 5 (A), i.e., the x–y plane views at different depths are used to examine changes of blood vessel 

appearance within the psoriatic lesion skin. Eongated blood vessels and high BVD appear in the psoriatic skin, 

which is not observed in the normal skin. Overall, UHS-OMAG imaging modality is able to provide depth resolved 

information. Also, it has the capability to create volumetric vascular images with high resolution and high sensitivity, 

without using any contrast agents. The results showed that the BVD in the psoriasis lesion skin was statistically 

significant difference from that in the normal skin. (116) 

2.1.2.3.4 Summarization 

In this section, we have demonstrated that the UHS-OMAG imaging system has adequate sensitivity and imaging 

speed to image the volumetric microcirculation within the human skin in vivo. The different depth 2D en face 

images and 3D volume images afforded by the OMAG imaging datasets can be manipulated to directly examine in 

detail the appearance of blood vessel networks under normal and diseased conditions. The BVD in the psoriasis 

lesion skin has a statistically significant different appearance when compared to that in the normal. Hence, we 

expect that the UHS-OMAG to have a great value in the future in clinical diagnosis and treatment assessment in 

human skin disorders and diseases.(116) 
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Figure 6 (A) Representative volumetric structural images (x–y–z 3D) merged with microcirculations obtained from (a, b) 

normal skin and (c, d) psoriasis lesion skin by UHS-OMAG. The cube size is 2.2x2.2 mm
3
. (B) Typical en face images (x–y 

plane) at the different depths within the normal skin (the upper row) and the psoriatic skin (the lower row). Columns from left 

to right correspond to the depths of ~210  m (a, e), ~340  m (b, f), ~530  m (c, g), and ~720  m (d, h) measured from the 

tissue surface. One representative region of papillary loops is denoted by number 1 within the normal skin. The typical 

elongated papillary loops [marked by number 2 in (e) and 3 in (f)] are seen abundant but homogeneously distributed within the 

psoriasis lesion skin, the appearance of which indicates that the elongated loops are perpendicular to the surface of the skin. The 

regions of interest scanned were 2 mm x 2 mm. The scale bar is 0.5 mm. (C) Histogram distribution for the blood vessel density 

(BVD) values obtained from the normal skin and psoriatic skin. Blue bars are for the normal skin and the red bars from 

psoriatic lesion skin. The bell-curves are obtained by fitting the BVD values in each group to the normal distribution function. 
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(D) bar graph (Mean + SD) of BVD values of normal skin and lesion skin. (n=50 per group *P<0.001 at a=0.01). (116) 

2.1.2.4. UHS-OMAG with supercontinumm light source images (125)  

Based on the previous system setup (shown in section 2.1.2.1), we have updated the SLD light source to a 

supercontinuum (SC) light source. Being spectrally very broad and visually very bright, SC light source has been 

promoted recently as an excellent alternative for OCT imaging to achieve sub-cellular axial resolution. (125) 

Figure 7 (a) Whole-ear vascular network of a living mouse imaged by a supercontinnum light source coupled UHS-OMAG 

system. The snapshot of the mouse ear is shown in the right corner. Scale bar represents 1 mm. (125) 

To demonstrate the capability of the designed UHS-OMAG system powered by the SC light source, we conducted 

experiments to image the capillary vessel networks lying within the mouse pinna (ear) in vivo. The scanning 

protocol described above was applied to capture a 3D data cube that covered 1.2×1.2 mm
2
, onto which we applied 

UHS-OMAG algorithm to obtain both structural and blood flow images. (125) By scanning multiple small regions 

and combining them together afterwards, Fig. 7 shows a detailed and impressive vascular perfusion map of the 

whole ear, where the inserted is a photograph of the mouse ear imaged. Since the densely patterned capillary beds 

and plexus (red circles) can be imaged and resolved clearly, this image demonstrates the power of the OMAG 

imaging of microcirculations within tissue beds in vivo.(125) 
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2.2. 1
st
G multi-model optical imaging system applied in burn wound imaging (101) 

In this section, we describe a combined DW-LSCI and OMAG system capable of determining relative changes in 

blood flow, hemoglobin concentration, and morphological features of the blood vasculature. The vessel area density 

(VAD) is used to quantify the blood vessel network morphology. The multi-model system is employed to assess the 

blood perfusion status from a mouse pinna before and immediately after a burn injury. (101) 

2.2.1. Introduction  

Measuring and evaluating changes in the blood flow rate, hemoglobin concentrations, and tissue morphology, are 

important for studying vascular physiology (126, 127). (101) Usually, changes of blood flow, metabolic 

oxygenation, and vascular morphology occur simultaneously under physiological and pathological conditions. 

Changes of these parameters occur simultaneously during capillary recruitment (127, 128). For example, diabetes 

mellitus patients suffer from absence of capillary reserves, due to changes in oxygen levels (caused by reduced 

blood flow) and decreased perfusion (129, 130). An overall quantification of their values would enhance our 

understanding of the hemodynamic and morphological procedures under changes in metabolic demand, taking into 

consideration that changes of these parameters are interrelated under specific physiological and pathological 

conditions. A multi-model technique is needed to simultaneously monitor the aforementioned blood perfusion 

parameters to achieve the goal. (101) Hence, we would be able to obtain several important physiological parameters 

that enable the quantification of blood perfusion by combining these two techniques into one single system. 

Previous, DW-LSCI was not sufficient in providing high resolution blood vessel network images, it would be 

valuable if the DW-LSCI is integrated with a non-contact, non-invasive, high resolution (down to capillary beds) 

optical imaging technique that has an ability to provide more comprehensive information about the vasculature. 

OMAG is such a candidate (131) (84, 132, 133). DW-LSCI and OMAG were integrated into one single imaging 

system. Wavelengths 780 nm and 825 nm were employed in the DW-LSCI system to visualize the blood flow rate 

change. Near-infrared oxymetry was employed to extract the concentration changes of hemoglobin (134). The 

OMAG was used to non-invasively image and determine the morphological change of blood vessels under specific 

conditions where metabolic demands change. In the following sections, the performance of a multi-model imaging 
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system is demonstrated by noninvasively imaging blood vessel networks in vivo within mouse pinna before and 

after a burn injury. (101) 

2.2.2. System and methods  

We performed in vivo experiments for visualizing the microcirculatory response in the mouse pinna before and after 

a burn injury to demonstrate the imaging capability of a multi-model imaging system. All experiments were 

performed on two-months-old C57BL/6 male mice. The mouse pinna was depilated with a commercial human hair 

remover lotion (Nair) after anesthetizing the animal using 2% isoflurane (0.2L/min O2, 0.8L/min air). A thermal 

burn was created by using a metal bar with a 2.5 mm diameter tip preheated to 100°C. The metal bar was placed in 

contact with the depilated skin area for a period of ~1 min. The pressure applied to the skin by the metal bar was 

kept constant during applying the burn. The mouse pinna had an intact epidermis and dermis. Tissue carbonization 

was not visible. Hence, a partial-thickness burn had been created on the mouse pinna. Both the laser speckle and the 

optical microangiography system were used to image the mouse pinna before and immediately after the burn. The 

animal’s body temperature was maintained between 36.6 and 37.2°C, The animal was disposed of according to 

IACUC regulations which was approved by the University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee and was in compliance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health for care and handling of 

laboratory animals. (101) 

The multi-model imaging system is illustrated in Fig.1. Two single-mode laser diodes with a wavelength of λ1 = 

780 nm (30 mW) and λ2 = 825 nm (30 mW) were contained in the DW-LSCI system. As long as the lasers were 

modulated with an optical chopper at a frequency of 2 Hz, only one laser wavelength was selected at a given time. 

The two laser beams were aligned via a beam splitter in order to illuminate the same surface area of the sample. To 

minimize specular reflection, the incidence of the laser beam was at a 30° angle from the tissue surface (94). The 

diffusely reflected light from the tissue was detected with a CMOS camera (Basler A 504k, 1280×1024 pixels) 

through a zoom lens, providing an adjustable magnification. To maximize the contrast of the speckle patterns, the 

speckle size was set to twice the size of the camera pixels (135). It could be achieved by setting a magnification of 

2.5 and imaging a field of view of ~4 × 4 mm
2
. To render high contrast images with sufficient dynamic range for 

speckle flow imaging, the camera exposure time was set to 10 ms (94, 95). For each data set, the DW-LSCI system 
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captured 500 frames. It took ~4 min to capture a data set when the frame acquisition frequency was set to 2 Hz; a 

five by five pixel binning window was applied on the raw image to reduce noise after the data was acquired. The 

speckle contrast value (K) was computed as the ratio of standard deviation to the mean intensity of each binning 

window. (101) A spectral domain OMAG system (shown in Fig. 1) has been developed as previously described. A 

superluminescent diode with a central wavelength of 1310 nm and a bandwidth of 65 nm was used as light source. 

This setup can yield an axial resolution of ~10  m in air. This design provided a ~20  m lateral resolution (89). For 

providing an imaging depth of 2.22 mm into the sample, the spectrometer had a spectral resolution of 0.141 nm. 

The A-line rate is 92,000 A-lines per second. The system sensitivity was determined to be 105 dB at a depth 

position of 0.5 mm from the zero-delay line with the aforementioned speed. A fast scanning protocol (136) was 

utilized. A number of 256 A-lines were captured along the x-scanning direction, with ~8  m spatial interval 

between adjacent A-lines to achieve one B-scan cross-sectional image. The B-scan image covered a range of ~2 mm 

on the sample. The duty cycle for the rising side of the saw tooth waveform was set at ~80% per cycle. This setup 

provided a B-scans frame rate of ~280 frames per second. A 2 mm scan range was evenly divided into 200 steps 

with a 10  m spatial interval between them in the y-scanning direction. Ten frames were captured and processed to 

extract one B-scan cross-sectional flow image in each step (136). To form each three dimensional data set, the 

system acquired 2000 frames. The total time for acquiring one 3D data set took ~7 seconds. This time period is 

suitable for in vivo detection. Finally, thirty five data sets were sequentially acquired in different regions and 

stitched together to obtain a wide field image that covered an area of ~12×8 mm
2
. (101) The image processing 

method to obtain images of the microvasculature network probed by OMAG has been reported in (89). Before and 

after the burn injury, the en face projected images were analyzed using a vessel area density (VAD) method (137).  
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Figure 8 LSCI diffuse reflectance and speckle contrast images of the mouse pinna. (A) Diffuse reflectance, and (B) speckle 

contrast image of the mouse pinna before the burn. (C) Diffuse reflectance, and (D) speckle contrast image of the mouse pinna 

after the burn. The circles indicate the burned area. The arrows indicate representative vessels that are affected by the burn 

injury. Color bar shows the speckle contrast value (K). (101) 

2.2.3. Results 

The diffuse reflectance (R(0)) and the speckle contrast images (K) from the control mouse pinna, respectively, are 

presented in Fig. 8 (A) and (B). The diffuse reflectance (R(t)) and the speckle contrast image of the mouse pinna 

after the injury, respectively was presented in Fig. 8 (C) and (D). The speckle contrast image was calculated with 

using 20 frames. It was not possible to visualize any biological changes caused by the burn injury by comparing the 

diffuse reflectance images (Fig. 8 (A) and (C)). However, the speckle contrast images (Fig. 8 (B) and (D)) could 

highlight large blood vessels. The differences can be observed within the circle region, representing the injured area. 

The blood flow had decreased after the burn as indicated by an increase in the speckle contrast value inside the burn 

region. The blood flow changes can be visualized by comparing some representative blood vessels, for example, the 

ones pointed by arrows V1, V2 and V3 in Fig. 8 (B) and (D). An increase and decrease in speckle contrast occurred 

in Vessle1 and 2, respectively. Vessel 3 disappears in Fig. 8 (D). (101) 
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Figure 9 Color coded map of the relative change of blood flow (A), HbO (C), Hb (E) and HbT (G). Mean and standard 

deviations of the relative change of blood flow (B), HbO (D), Hb (F) and HbT (G), from the three regions of interest. The circle 

indicates the burned area. (101) 
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The speckle contrast images (shown in Fig. 8(B) and 2(D)) were converted to flow images by using Equation 4 and 

fitting for   .    is inversely proportional to the velocity of the scattering particles. Normalized by the baseline 

flow (before the injury), the subtraction of the flow images (after the injury minus before the injury), provides the 

relative change of flow. The normalized relative change of blood flow is shown in Fig. 9 (A). Overall, the flow rate 

within the injured region decreased, whereas, the flow rate in the surrounding regions increased. We selected three 

regions of interest (ROI) (marked squares in Fig. 9 (A)) from the image for better visualization. From the three 

regions, Fig. 9 (B) shows the mean and standard deviation of the relative change of blood flow. It can be determined 

that the blood flow in ROI 2 was reduced, known as haemostasia, whereas the blood flow in the peripheral regions 

such as ROI 1 had increased, known as hyperaemia. Moreover, some regions (e.g. ROI 3) did not exhibit significant 

blood flow change (138). We employed a model reported in (102), from which HbT was also evaluated, to calculate 

the change in the concentration of HbO and Hb. The concentration change of HbO, Hb and HbT are shown in Fig. 9 

(C), (E) and (G), respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the ROIs 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 9 (D), (F) 

and (H). We can conclude that the concentration of HbO decreased, and the concentration of Hb and HbT increased 

which is consistent with hyperaemia in ROI 1(138, 139). Due to thermal damage of the blood vessels, the thermally 

coagulated region ROI 2 presented a small decrease in HbO, and a slight increase in Hb and HbT. ROI 3 had no 

change in HbO and a little increase in Hb and HbT. It is assumed that the HbO did not decrease because ROI 3 is 

rescued by other main vessels even though V1, V2 and V3 had been affected. (101) 
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Figure 10 Projection view image of the blood vessel network obtained by the OMAG method before (A) and after (B) the burn 

injury. The red solid round circle indicates the burned area; the yellow dotted elliptical circle marked a typical ligated artery 

after burn that performed with vessel dilation. The arrows indicate the reference vessels from Fig. 8. Enlarged areas of the 

yellow (C) and blue (D) rectangles, where the left and right images belong to (A) and (B), respectively. (101) 

 

We obtained microangiography images of the mouse pinna before and after the burn injury using the OMAG 

system. The obtained images after stitching together different regions to produce a ~128 mm
2
 area are shown in 

Fig. 10. It can be visualized that the OMAG system has higher resolution compared to the LSCI images (shown in 

Fig. 8(B) and (D)), allowing small capillaries to be identified. The three red arrows indicate the vessels (V1, V2 and 

V3) highlighted in the LSCI images. It is notable that V1, V2 and V3 appeared to be vessel pairs, appearing as 

artery and vein, in the OMAG images; while in the LSCI images they seem to appear as single vessels because of its 

lower spatial resolution. The capillary vessels before and after the burn injury, respectively are shown in Fig. 10 (A) 

and (B). Fig. 10 (B) includes an area in the middle where there were almost no visible vessels and capillaries, which 

are indicated by the red circle, where the injury occurred. The vessels may still be present; however, the flow had 

been stopped or significantly reduced. It is interesting that an artery, which is marked by the yellow dotted elliptical 

circle, was ligated after the thermal burn. This artery performed as still flowing towards the burn area while 

suddenly stopping in the middle of the way. It is more interesting that the diameter of this artery changed from ~70 

 m to 125  m, indicating the blood volume increased. The yellow and blue rectangles in the periphery of the burn 
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area have been enlarged for direct comparison in Fig. 10 (C) and 10 (D). It is noticed that there was an increase in 

capillary density after the injury. Some representative capillaries have been marked with red arrows. We are certain 

that the appearance of new capillaries was not due to angiogenesis (new blood vessel formation), since the images 

were obtained within a few seconds of each other. It is due to reserve capillaries that existed before the injury, but 

had no or minimum blood flow. These reserved capillaries had been recruited after the injury, known as capillary 

recruitment phenomena (140, 141). The enlarged images (Fig. 10 (C) and (D)) present a qualitative way for 

analyzing the images; however, we opted to use a quantitative method to evaluate the vessel density over a given 

area, i.e. vessel area density (VAD). In a window area, VAD is determined by the ratio of area that is occupied with 

vessel and capillaries over the overall window area, therefore has a value between 0 and 1 (142). We first converted 

the OMAG images to black and white to calculate the VAD. We first applied a low pass filter to minimize the 

image noise. Then, we applied an adaptive threshold algorithm. We created a 6464 pixels window (white solid box 

on the top left corner of Fig. 11 (A)) on the black and white image. We then counted the number of white pixels in 

that window, which was then divided by the total number of pixels in the window. We assigned the value to a 

middle pixel in the window. We moved the window across every pixel in the image to obtain the VAD image. A 

smaller window size was used to minimize artifacts for the pixels close to the borders of the images. (101) 
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Figure 11 Vessel area density map multiplied by the black and white projection view image of the blood vessel network 

obtained by the OMAG method before (A) and after (B) the burn injury. The white square in (A) is the window size used to 

calculate the VAD. (C) Vessel area density of the dashed line in (A) and (B). (D) Mean and standard deviation of the VAD for 

the three ROI’s were determined in Fig. 9. (101) 

 

Figure 11 (A) and (B) show the pre and post injury VAD images multiplied by the black and white image, 

respectively. These images render the visualization of the regions of high and low vessel and capillary density. We 

can visualize that the edges of the mouse pinna present a slow decline in density due to the window covering 

regions both inside and outside of the mouse pinna. Compared to the control image, the VAD image after the injury 

showed a higher redness in the periphery of the burned area. A region of interest was selected. The regions were 

indicated by a white dashed line. Fig. 11 (C) shows the VAD of the dashed line from the burn and control image. 

There was a higher VAD after the burn in the periphery of the injured area. However, there was a significant 

reduction of VAD within the injured site. The injury was caused with a 2.5 mm diameter bar, however; the 

reduction in VAD had a diameter greater than that value, indicating that heat might have been diffused out and 

caused by injury. The mean and standard deviation of the three regions of interest indicated in Fig. 9 are presented 

in Fig. 11 (D). (101) 
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Figure 12 Co-registered image of the change in blood flow image (Fig. 9A) with the projection view image of the blood vessel 

network obtained by the OMAG method after the injury (Fig. 10B). The color map is the same as in Fig. 9A. The grayscale of 

the OMAG image was inverted such that the blood vessels appear dark for better contrast. (101) 

By co-registering the LSCI and OMAG images, the three regions of interest indicated in Fig. 9 were easily 

identified (shown in Fig. 12). To provide better contrast, the gray color of the OMAG image was inverted, such that 

the vessels appeared black. It can be observed that there was an increase of VAD in the upstream and lateral vessel 

regions, and a significant decrease of VAD within the injured region from Fig. 12. (101) 

Except comparisons of functional vascular and tissue oxygenation before and after burn, we examined an 

application of quantifying the fractal dimension (FD), vessel length fraction (VLF) from small areas of angiography 

images. There is a need to quantify small microangiography regions in many applications. For example, different 

morphologies may be shown in blood vessels near and far away from a wound area. (143) A box counting method 

for calculating the FD of images of different sizes was proposed and demonstrated. We also assess the repeatability 

for obtaining OMAG images. (101) 
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Figure 13 (a) OMAG image obtained from a mouse ear. Scale bar is 0.5 mm. (b) Black and white segmented image of (a). (c) 

Skeletonization of the segmented image (b). (d) Overlay of (c) and (a). (143) 

For Fig. 13 (a), the total number of pixels in the image is 128 × 128 = 16, 384 pixels. The binary image is then 

skeletonized by reducing all the continuous white segments to a line with a single pixel width. The skeletal image is 

a representation of the total vessel length. The skeletonization consists of iteratively deleting the pixels in the outer 

boundary of the segments until a single pixel width line is obtained [34]. As a result, we obtained a collection of 

lines which represent the midlines of all vessel shapes. A skeletonized image is presented in Fig.13 (c). The VLF is 

calculated by counting the number of pixels in the skeletonized image, which represents the length of all the vessels, 

and dividing it by the total number of pixels in the image. (143) 

We calculated the fractal dimension over the skeletonized image using a box counting technique (144). This is a 

method of estimating the fractal dimension from structures that are not perfectly self-similar. The box counting 

method consists of dividing a skeletonized image into square boxes of equal sizes. In the square boxes, the number 

of boxes containing a vessel segment is counted. We iteratively repeated this process with boxes of different sizes. 

The fractal dimension is the absolute value of the slope of the curve that shows the logarithm of the box size plotted 

against the number of boxes containing a vessel segment. VAD and VLF have values between 0 and 1, while the FD 
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has a value between 0 and 2. The first section will validate the method that calculates the FD and the segmentation 

algorithm which enables the quantification of the FD, VLF, and VAD. Then, these parameters are used to prove the 

repeatability for obtaining OMAG images. Furthermore, a new method of studying angiography images is proposed. 

We used a box counting method to calculate the fractal dimension (145). The box counting method is applied by 

dividing a skeletonized image into square boxes of equal sizes, followed by the number of boxes containing a vessel 

segment is counted. We repeat the process several times with boxes of different sizes. Against the number of boxes 

containing a vessel segment, thee logarithm of the box size is plotted. The fractal dimension is the negative of the 

slope of the linear part of the curve. It is defined by:  

     
           

        
                      [8] 

where l is the box length and N(l) is the number of boxes needed to cover the image. Although, true fractal images 

are linear throughout the whole plot, quasi-fractal images are linear within a subsection of the curve. It is important 

to quantify small areas of tissue in the study of several microvascular phenomena, such as angiogenesis, which is 

the growth of new blood vessels. For instance, comparing with the healthy surrounding blood vessels, regions close 

to tumors may present angiogenic blood vessels, showing as higher tortuosity and FD (146). Hence, as long as the 

smallest number of pixels within an image is determined, the box counting method can accurately determine the FD 

value. (143) 

2.2.4 Discussion 

The absorption coefficients of HbO and Hb around near infrared region (~800 nm) are relatively low, though the 

light sources in this region we used in the proposed system can achieve deeper penetration depth. The intensity 

modulations to both of the wavelengths may be contributed by the absorption coming from the other components, 

which might lead to system biases to the final results (44). One alternative strategy is to use the laser sources 

working at 560 nm and 580 nm because of their high absorption coefficients, which are more than 10 times higher 

than 800 nm range. The captured intensity modulations of different wavelengths will be dominated by the HbO and 

Hb absorption upon this case. However, the penetration depth achieved by a ~570 nm laser is relatively low 

compared with that at around ~800 nm. (101) Moreover, the OMAG beam cannot be directly visualized on the 
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LSCI camera which decreases the efficiency of LSCI conducted OMAG beam localizing the exact intended 

imaging region. Hence, laser source at the wavelength ~1000 nm, which is able to be received by the CMOS camera 

of LSCI, is in need to be employed and coupled to the OMAG sample arm to aid in visualization of the exact 

regions scanned by OMAG. However, we need a high quality customized diachronic mirror to separate the 570 nm/ 

800 nm (LSCI light source) range and 1000 nm (conducting light) with 1300 nm (OMAG light source). 

Furthermore, more complicated alignment work will be needed. (101) There is also a limitation in UHS-OMAG. 

Currently, UHS-OMAG could clearly reveal detailed micro-vasculature networks; however, it loses some functional 

information, such as the blood flow velocity variance and blood flow direction. To suppress the limitation, an 

alternative strategy is to combine the scanning protocol of UHS-OMAG and the conventional OMAG method 

together. However, this requires the imaging probe to scan the same area twice, which will be time consuming 

resulting in a disadvantage in capturing rapid changes in functional parameters. (101) 

2.2.5 Conclusion  

In this chapter, a multi-model imaging system that combines DW-LSCI with OMAG is described. It can be used to 

asses several important physiological parameters of the tissue blood perfusion status. The relative change in blood 

flow and blood oxygenation is revealed by the DW-LSCI system. High resolution images of small capillary 

networks, allowing for the quantification of the vessel area density and the observation of the capillary recruitment 

are revealed. The results observed could provide spatial information of the blood perfusion parameters. In the 

chapter, I also mentioned that these results are consistent with haemostasia occurring in the burn area and 

hyperaemia occurring in some of the surrounding regions. We also observed the capillary recruitment within a few 

minutes after the injury. DW-LSCI is featured in imaging large areas with fast imaging acquisition speed. Although 

OMAG has a small field of view and requires several small images to be stitched together, it provides depth 

resolved high resolution images. Overall, the 1
st
 generation multi-model imaging system delivers a valuable 

platform for better understanding the functional hemodynamic and morphology changes of the vasculatures. The 

utilization of the system can play an important role in diagnosis and treatment of diseases that have vascular 

involvement. (101) 

Chapter 3. Improving the imaging speed and enhancing the functions of multi-model 

http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%AD%A2%E8%A1%80+haemostasia-0.html
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imaging system 

A 2
nd

G DWLS-OMAG system has been developed for imaging blood flow, blood oxygenation, vascular remodeling, 

and flow direction in small animal models. The integrated system that incorporates a ‘synchronized dual wavelength 

laser speckle imaging system and function’-enhanced OMAG system can provide a full set of parameters of the 

injured tissue responses. The objectives are (I) to optimize the prototype 780-nm and 825-nm DW-LSCI and 

1310-nm OMAG system for 2D and 3D mapping of the microcirculation; (II) characterize SDW-LSCI, which is 

integrated into OMAG, named as SDWLS-OMAG for imaging cerebral blood perfusion during experimental acute 

ischemic stroke in the mouse. In this chapter, we use a series of experimental models to demonstrate that 

SDWLS-OMAG has the capability to generate real-time 2D and 3D images of both tissue structure and blood flow 

at capillary level resolution with an imaging depth up to 2 mm without the need for exogenous contrast agents. The 

incorporated SDWLS-OMAG is designed to rapidly extract blood flow signals from the huge “noise” background 

of optical scattering. Briefly, in order to investigate the potential of SDWLS-OMAG imaging of cerebral 

microcirculations in mice with the cranium left intact, we have developed a synchronized dual wavelength laser 

speckle imaging system that used 780-nm and 825 -nm laser sources to rapidly 2D map blood flow and tissue 

oxygenation over the whole brain to guide OMAG system for subtleties exploration. We have also performed new 

scanning protocols and data processing algorisms to enhance the functions of OMAG system for blood flow and 

blood flow direction measurements. We demonstrated the SDWLS-OMAG for mapping detailed blood flow and 

morphology responses to an ischemic injury in mice. In this section, we presented images of mouse brain and pinna 

in vivo acquired by the use of the prototype. These results demonstrate that OMAG is capable of visualizing the 

subtleties including capillaries, its progressive changes and vascular remodeling over time after tissue injury under 

the guidance of SDW-LSCI, which can provide regional change of vasculature flow and oxygenation. 

SDWLS-OMAG is able to produce dynamic images to draw out pathophysiological problems that could not be 

achieved with existing tools. (147)  

3.1. The 2
nd

G SDW-LSCI system utilized for monitoring hemodynamic changes in a mouse stroke 

model 
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In this section, we describe a newly developed synchronized dual-wavelength laser speckle contrast imaging system. 

It consists of two cameras that are synchronously triggered to acquire data at a high spatiotemporal resolution. The 

resolution can reach up to 500 Hz for ~1000 × 1000 pixels. We used a mouse model of stroke to demonstrate the 

system’s capability for imaging fast changes, which usually occurred within tens of milliseconds, in the relative 

changes in blood flow, oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentrations in the mouse brain, with the 

cranium left intact. This novel imaging technology will play an important role in fast imaging of hemodynamics and 

metabolic changes in vascular diseases.(147) 

3.1.1. The SDW-LSCI system development and methods  

In response to cellular oxygen demand, cerebral blood flow changes occur rapidly. As the hemodynamic and 

biochemical parameters, relative changes in blood flow and changes in the concentrations of HbT, HbO, and Hb 

indicate the status of blood perfusion. For example, odor stimulation in the olfactory bulb glomeruli evokes local 

functional hyperemia accompanied by increased blood flow and HbO in blood vessels within seconds (46). LSCI 

(148) (46) with single wavelength, is capable of measuring the relative changes in blood flow in biological tissues, 

while they are unable to detect changes in hemoglobin concentration. Although spectroscopy methods are capable 

of determining the absolute changes in the concentrations of HbO, Hb, and HbT, they cannot detect blood flow (149, 

150). DW-LSCI integrates two wavelengths in one system. It enables the imaging of both the relative changes in 

blood flow and changes in hemoglobin concentrations. Previously, DW-LSCI has been used to investigate 

functional activation and cerebral ischemia (95) (101) in small animal models. However, either a filter chopper or a 

digital signal for modulating or triggering the light sources are required in these systems Hence, the temporal 

resolution has been limited to 2 Hz (94), 10–29 Hz (151), 18 Hz (95), and 80 Hz (152) with low spatial resolutions 

(256 × 256 pixels), which are too slow to be sensitive to fast physiological responses in the brain (53). Moreover, 

the acquired images are interleaved. Thus, a time interval exists between the images acquired from each wavelength. 

Interpolation allows the frames to be registered at the same time point; however, it adds errors to the measurements. 

Some multimode imaging techniques for blood-flow diagnostics have been recently proposed using a combined 

fluorescence intravital microscopy, dynamic light scattering, and spectrally enhanced microscopy modalities (54) 
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and MRI (153). However, the injections of contrast agents are required in these methods. In addition, their temporal 

resolution is relatively slow. (147) 

We require a fast optical imaging technique to localize the exact injured region core of the tissue and then guide the OMAG for 

subtleties investigation. Here, we have developed and utilized the 2
nd

G SDW-LSCI system to differentiate the infarct, 

peri-infarct, and healthy regions in the brain after ischemia injury (72, 154-156). Reflectance images backscattered can be 

acquired by the SDW-LSCI system by employing two CMOS cameras from a sample illuminated by lights at two wavelengths 

(λ1=780 nm and λ2=825 nm), which are necessary for tissue oxygenation evaluation. Enabling acquiring images at both 

wavelengths simultaneously with a higher spatial and temporal resolution than the prior reported systems (33, 71, 72), the 

frame rate ranges from 100 Hz to 500 Hz for ~1000 1000 pixels (pixel size radius=8.5 µm). The spatial resolution of this 

system is ~11.4 µm, acquired by testing the USAF RES Target (resolution test pattern) (see Fig. 17 (a)). We tested the flow 

sensitivity of the SDW-LSCI system by measuring the minimum flow velocity using the phantom flow made by Research and 

Test Particles Latex Microsphere Suspensions (0.30 µm diameter) in translucent Teflon tubing. The minimum flow of ~35 

µm/s can be tested by our system. In this chapter, it is demonstrated that the applicability of the SDW-LSCI by imaging the 

relative changes of blood flow as well as changes in the concentration of oxygenated, deoxygenated and total hemoglobin 

during an experimental stroke model in a mouse brain through an intact cranium. (147) 

The SDW-LSCI imaging system is illustrated in Fig. 14 (a). We combined two collimated diode lasers at the wavelengths of 

λ1=780 nm and λ2=825 nm coaxially by a dichroic beam splitter DBS1 (>99% transmission at λ1, >99% reflection at λ2). Then, 

we expended both of the lasers, making them uniformly illuminated the sample, with an illuminated area of ~12 mm in 

diameter, at an incident angle of ~60° (48) from the tissue normal direction. The backscattered light, was transmitted to a zoom 

lens (Zuiko, 75-150 mm, f/4.0), routed towards two (one for each wavelength) CMOS cameras (Basler A504k) via another 

dichroic beam splitter, DBS2. DBS1 and DBS2 have the same parameters. We configured the two cameras to acquire images at 

a synchronized frame acquisition speed from 100 Hz to 500 Hz. We also aligned both of the cameras to acquire the images 

with the same area. We adjusted the magnification of the system to obtain a field of view of ~10×10 mm
2
, to fit the size of the 

whole mouse brain [Fig. 14(b)] in the experimental stroke model. We employed λ1 in acquiring images to extract the relative 

change of blood flow. We also acquired images using both λ1 and λ2 for elucidating the concentration changes of HbO, Hb and 
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HbT (ΔHbT = ΔHbO + ΔHb). We set the exposure time of the camera at ~10 ms. It was optimized to achieve high contrast 

with sufficient dynamic range for speckle flow imaging (50). Hence, the frame rate was set to ~100 Hz. (147) 

The speckle contrast was elicited by quantifying the blurring of the speckle pattern over the exposure time of the camera after 

data acquisition. Here we computed the temporal speckle contrast maps as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean 

intensity for each single pixel along every 20 frames. We still derive the flow velocity from spatial speckle contrast (50, 157). 

The Beer-Lambert law model was used to estimate changes of hemoglobin concentration, as previously described (48, 49, 110, 

158), given that the concentration changes of HbO and Hb would cause changes in the diffuse reflectance due to their 

absorption properties. For each dataset, we captured 500 frames. It took ~4 min to capture a data set as long as the frame 

acquisition frequency was set to 2 Hz. CMRO2 can be elicited from: 

            
    

    
      

   

   
       

    

    
                        [9] 

where the ‘o’s indicate the baseline values. There are several parameters need to be predetermined for calculation of 

     . For example, the parameters    and    are vascular weighting constants, taken into account that the 

measured changes in hemoglobin are a combination of arterial and venous quantities (159). We assumed their 

values are 1.25 in our calculation (159). 
    

    
 represents the relative change of cerebral blood flow. This parameter 

could be obtained through calculating the relative blood flow velocity change when the blood vessel diameter could 

be obtained. 
   

   
 and 

    

    
 denote the relative concentration changes of Hb and HbT. As different wavelengths 

have different absorption coefficients, the HbO and Hb concentrations could be calculated through solving 

absorption equations based on the Beer-Lambert law. (147) 

3.1.2. Results: 2
nd

G SDW-LSCI system images experimental stroke  

We have shown that OMAG is predominantly providing details of blood flow in tissue injury. However, OMAG is a 

high resolution 3D imaging techniques, using which the scanning mode and data computations decrease the 

imaging efficiency. Therefore, a rapid 2D mapping of the whole mouse brain is required to guide OMAG to 

specifically target to the regions of interest for deeper investigation. The SDW-LSCI has been developed as a 

dual-wavelength system, incorporating two cameras that are synchronously triggered to acquire data to achieve a 

high spatiotemporal resolution (up to 500 Hz for 1000x1000 pixels). This rapid system is particularly useful to 
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provide rapid 2D mapping of fast hemodynamics changes. (147) 

Figure 14 Rapid 2D mapping of blood flow and hemoglobin concentration from a MCAO mouse model. (a) Schematic diagram of the 

system. LD1: 780 nm laser diode, LD2: 825 nm laser diode, DBS: diachronic beam splitters, EL: beam expanding lenses, C: cameras, ZL: 

zoom lens, PC: computer; (b) Delineation of the mouse brain with the imaging field of view of 10 10 mm
2
 and three squared regions of 

interest 1, 2 and 3; (c) TTC snapshot image with the infarct region circled by the yellow dashed line; (d) Laser speckle contrast image of a 

normal mouse brain; (e) Laser speckle contrast image at the time point of 60 min post-occlusion, with the same three regions of interest 1, 2 

and 3 depicted in (b); (f) Laser speckle contrast image at 2 min after reperfusion. (g) Relative change of the blood flow between the time 

points of (e) and (f). Concentration changes of (h) HbO and (i) Hb from the time point of (e) to (f). The arrows in (g)-(i) indicate the infarct 

regions. The asterisk and cross symbols in (d) to (i) represent the bregma and lambda, respectively. The scale bar represents 1 mm that applies 

to (d)-(i). (147) 

We imaged the rapid blood perfusion response aftermiddle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) followed by 
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reperfusion to demonstrate the effectiveness of the SDW-LSCI system for measuring the relative changes of blood 

flow and changes in hemoglobin concentrations (160). We applied triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) histology to 

determine the ischemic injury (infarct) to confirm the imaging results. A 6-0 nylon filament with a silicone-coated 

tip was inserted into the right internal carotid artery via the external carotid artery of an anesthetized mouse. The 

filament was removed at which time reperfusion occurred after 60 min or 90 min (we use 60 min here) of occlusion. 

Figs.14(d), 14(e) and 14(f) present the speckle contrast images of the whole mouse brain before occlusion, at 60 

min after occlusion and at 2 min after reperfusion, respectively. During occlusion and reperfusion, the contrast value 

increased in regions of interest (ROI) 2 and 3 compared to that of pre-occlusion, indicating a decrease in blood flow 

according to the relationship between the speckle contrast and flow velocity. The blood flow in the ischemic region 

(ROI 3) increased after reperfusion compared to the occlusion as well. Fig. 14 (g), (h) and (i) show the whole map 

of relative change of blood flow, and the changes of HbO and Hb from 60 min post-occlusion to 2 min after 

reperfusion, respectively. Normalized by the 60 min post-occlusion time-point, the relative change of blood 

flowwas calculated as the difference between the 60 min post-occlusion and the 2 min post-reperfusion. Fig.14 (g) 

exhibits the relative change of blood flow extracted from the speckle contrast values from the time points of Figs.14 

(e) and 14 ( f). We can clearly differentiate the ischemic region (marked by arrows) in these maps. Finally, Fig. 14 

(c) exhibits TTC staining at 24 h after MCAO, in which the infarct area circled by the yellow dashed line was 

consistent with the region with the most severe changes localized in the maps presenting changes of blood flow, 

HbO and Hb in Figs.14 (g), 14(h) and 14(i). In general, the blood flow and concentration changes of Hb and HbO 

increased in the ischemic region shortly after removing the filament due to the restored blood flow. (147) 
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Figure 15 The time courses of the changes of four parameters, blood flow (dots) according to the right y-axis, Hb (dash-dot), HbO (dashes) 

and HbT (solid) according to the left y-axis in (a) ROI 1, (b) ROI 2, and (c) ROI 3 before and after filament removal. (a) Variances of the 

four parameters in ROI1 in the non-ischemic hemisphere of the brain depict a small change after removing the filament. (b) Variances of the 

four parameters show a rising trend in ROI 2 compared with those in ROI 1. (c) All the values of the parameters increased in ROI 3, 

indicating hyperemia. The vertical bar represents the time period of filament removal (reperfusion) ~2.5 seconds, when the light was 

blocked out. The SDW-LSCI system is capable of collecting dynamic variances with time intervals of milliseconds in localized regions of 

interest. (147) 

 

We selected three regions and a time course from occlusion to reperfusion for quantifying the rapid changes of the above 

parameters. Changes of all the parameters from the three selected regions for a period of 5.5 sec are demonstrated in Fig. 15. 

ROI 1 had negligible changes of all the parameters (Fig. 15(a)). ROI 2 presented small changes of the parameters (Fig. 15(b)) 

compared to ROI 3. During occlusion, all the parameters (Fig. 15(c)) in ROI 3 presented large changes. Here, hyperemia is 

indicated, showing as the changes presented in ROI 3 after removing the filament. It is noteworthy that the blood flow (dots) in 

ROI 3 appeared periodically (~1 Hz), which is appreciated due to the high acquisition rate of the system. It indicates a low 
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perfusion state caused by the damaged capillaries in the infarct region, where the restoration of normal flow was disturbed 

(161). In general, the hemodynamic and metabolic alternations in the occlusion followed by reperfusion in the whole mouse 

brain can be recorded by the instrument, which has high spatiotemporal resolution, high sensitivity and with a large 

field-of-view. However, the proposed SDW-LSCI system still has some limitations. For example, the two cameras are required 

to be co-registered with pixel level resolution. This issue is time consuming during the system development, compared to the 

single camera system. It is critical that the proposed SDW-LSCI system enables synchronized imaging of relative 

changes of blood flow and the changes in hemoglobin concentration. It is featured to overcome the drawbacks of 

previous imaging modes, which lack the ability to acquire both wavelengths with high spatiotemporal resolution 

and large field-of-view. The detailed investigation of the fast hemodynamics and oxygen metabolism of 

physiological and pathological activities will be facilitated by the parameters. Hence, this system would enable 

noninvasively monitoring and diagnosing vascular diseases in vivo. Also, it is useful to monitor immediate 

hemodynamic responses which occur during normal and abnormal cognitive and motor functions. (147) 

3.2 Repeatability of OMAG system for vessel remodeling imaging    

It is important to validate the repeatability for obtaining OMAG images to guarantee that the calculated values for 

FD, VLF, and VAD are comparable among images, This is crucial for long term imaging. Here, OMAG images 

were obtained at three consecutive days from the same region of a mouse ear. Each day, six OMAG images (2 × 2 

mm
2
) from different regions of the mouse ear were obtained and stitched together to create a larger image (3.5 × 5.5 

mm
2
). 
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Figure 16 OMAG images obtained from the same mouse ear at day (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3. Scale bar is 0.6 mm. (143) 

 

Figure 16 presents the en face maximum projection view images from the mouse ear, obtained on three consecutive 

days. (143) The fractal dimension, vessel length fraction, and vessel area density were calculated for the images 

exhibited in Fig. 16. We elicit fractal dimension, vessel length fraction, and vessel area density from the images of 

days 1, 2, and 3. The fractal dimension are respectively listed: Day1: 1.754; Day 2: 1.751; Day 3: 1.747; vessel 

length fraction are respectively: Day1: 0.12; Day 2: 0.12 Day 3: 0.123; vessel area density are: Day1: 0.441; Day2: 

0.433; Day3: 0.433. We calculated the repeatability based on computing overlapping of the binaries images. We 

calculated the overlapped vessel region over the whole vessel regions, and obtained 99% repeatability value. (143) 

The capability to simultaneously capture blood flow velocities at different ranges from arteries/veins down to the 

capillary level is important for a comprehensive study of vascular responses during occlusion and reperfusion. This 

is because the flow velocity within the cerebral cortex exhibits a wide range of values, from tens of µm/s in 

capillaries to tens of mm/s in larger vessels. The previous study is not able to provide tunable flows from a 3D 

image scan. To overcome this limitation, a tunable velocity ranges in capillaries, venules and arterioles can be 

achieved by implementing a new effective scanning protocol. Briefly, the fast scanner is driven by a step waveform. 

A 3D image is composed by totally 400 steps; at each step, a 25 times repeated A scans will be acquired while 

keeping a stabilized scanner to realize high correlation between A scans; different velocity ranges are achieved by 

post processing A scans with wide range time interval (162). With the imaging speed of 75 kHz A-scans per sec, 
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one 3D scan of 2x2 mm2 region can be acquired in ~67 sec (frame rate 3 Hz and totally 200 frames). We 

incorporate this multi-range Doppler OMAG (162) into our SDWLS-OMAG system to achieve 3D blood flow 

velocities images at different ranges from arteries or veins down to capillaries. (162) 

3.3. The integrated SDWLS-OMAG system and its utilizations 

3.3.1. The development of the integrated SDWLS-OMAG system   

We utilized a multifunctional imaging system (147) for imaging CBF in both en face and cross section view of the 

mouse brain. The system incorporates SDW-LSCI and DOMAG modalities. It is advantageous in continuously and 

comprehensively monitoring the neural activities involved in the physiological processes noninvasively. The 

schematics of the systems are delineated in Fig.18 (a). The SDW-LSCI system setup is marked by the blue dotted 

square in Fig.18 (a). Both cameras were acquiring images at 100 fps with 1000×1000 pixels. To avoid spatial offset, 

the images with two wavelengths captured by the two CMOS cameras were aligned by micro scale ruler before 

acquiring the mouse brain images. The field of view was set to ~6×6 mm
2
 to fit the dimension of the contralateral 

side of the mouse brain [Fig.18 (b)]. The feature of integration strategy of the 2
nd

G DWLS-OMAG system included: 

a 3D translation stage that could carry the OMAG probe to select the imaging area without moving the animal. The 

diachroic mirror DBS0 was the shared component of OMAG and SDW-LSCI. The dichroic beam splitter DBS0 was 

used to transmit the light from the SDW-LSCI system and reflect the light from the OMAG system. These designs 

give us the unique flexibility to select the imaging area of OMAG while keep the same field of view of SDW-LSCI, 

and constantly maintaining the optical performance of each of them. A relay lens was positioned after the objective 

lens of OMAG for enlarging the distance between the sample to the OMAG objective lens to create more space for 

the DBS0 and SDW-LSCI probe. The focus spot of OMAG objective lens was fixed at twice of the focus length of 

the relays lens and kept the beam spot rightly onto the sample at the distance of twice of the focus length of the 

relay lens. The schematic diagram of the OMAG system is marked by the red dotted square in Fig.16 (a). A 

superluminescent diode light source (central wavelength 1310 nm, bandwidth 56 nm) was employed for sample 

illumination in this system. Therefore, the theoretical axial resolution in air was ~13 µm. The tested axial resolution 

was ~15 µm. The light was divided into two paths using a 2×2 optical coupler. The light in one of the paths was 

http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0052041#pone-0052041-g001
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transmitted towards a mirror in the reference arm, and the light in the other path was transmitted towards the mouse 

brain in the sample arm. In this arm, the light was coupled into an optical system which included a collimator, a pair 

of galvo scanners, and an objective lens with a 30 mm focal length, providing a lateral resolution of ~10 µm. The 

light reflected from the sample and reference arm were recombined and transmitted to a home-built spectrometer. 

The spectral resolution was 0.141 nm which provided an imaging depth of ~3.0 mm. The camera had a line scan 

rate of ~1.5 kHz, and each frame contained 512 A-lines that cover ~2.2 mm on the sample. Serial repeated B-scan 

images were acquired at a frame rate of ~3 fps and 42 seconds. (163) 

Figure 17 System performance (a) spatial resolution of SDW-LSCI system is ~11.4 µm, which is tested by the USAF RES 

Target (resolution test pattern). (b) OMAG sensitivity 20 dB falling off. y axis: the signal to noise ratio (SNR), x axis is the 

depth position. From the graph, we can determine the SNR change from 90 dB to 70 dB from zero delay line to depth of 2 mm. 

(c) OMAG system axial resolution: calculate the half peak width in each depth position (moving the sample micro lens from 

zero delay line to 2 mm).  

For brain hemodynamic and metabolic responses evaluations, several parameters were calculated from the images 

captured by the multifunctional systems. Firstly, the speckle contrast maps were calculated as ratio of the standard 
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deviation to the mean intensity rendered by moving a 5 5-pixel binning window in the raw intensity image at the 

wavelength of λ1=780 nm. The flow velocity could then be derived from the model of spatial speckle contrast 

versus flow velocity (157). Secondly, the concentration changes of HbO, Hb and HbT and CMRO2 were obtained 

by using the images acquired with both λ1 (780nm) and λ2 (825 nm). A differentiation model, based on absorption 

of the light between two wavelengths, was used to estimate the changes of HbO and Hb (71, 147, 164). HbT is 

defined as the amount of hemoglobin (unit: milli-mole) per liter of blood, which is equivalent to the sum of HbO 

and Hb. CMRO2 was extracted using Equation 9 (165) by assuming a baseline concentration of Hb and HbT as 40 

 M and 100  M, respectively (165).  

3.3.2. Functional evaluation of hemodynamic and metabolic variations during neural activation 

(163) 

In neural activation, evaluation of spatiotemporal hemodynamic and metabolic responses is crucial in studying brain 

functions. In this chapter, using a non-invasive multi-model optical imaging system, we measured hemodynamic 

and metabolic responses in the mouse brain upon electrically stimulated neural activation using the developed 

SDWLS-OMAG system. SDW-LSCI was run at an image acquisition speed at ~100 Hz. It was used to extract the 

large-scale 2-D map with the localized response of blood flow, hemoglobin concentration, and metabolic rate of 

oxygen change. It was also utilized to monitor near real time hemodynamic responses, thus it can guide the OMAG 

image acquisition. With its unique depth-resolved capability, OMAG is prominently used for imaging the response 

of typical vessels. The demonstrated feasibility of the integrated system in the investigation of neural activation 

would play a important role in pre-clinical study of the mechanism of neurovascular coupling, diagnosing, and 

treating neurological diseases. (163) 

3.3.2.1. Introduction 

A platform for the study of brain functions is provided by neural activation. It is a physiological landmark in brain 

function explorations that changes in neuronal activity are associated with changes in both local blood flow and 

metabolic responses (166). Nowadays, evaluation of the hemodynamic and metabolic responses in neural activation 
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has become an effective tool for studying normal or pathological brain functions. The local blood flow and energy 

metabolism are anatomically restricted to specific activated areas in the brain as reported in (167). Nerve tissue in 

localized brain area is thought to be provided with sufficient substrates, such as glucose and oxygen. Those 

substrates are required for local energy metabolism. Usually, the dynamic variations of cerebral blood flow (CBF), 

the concentrations of hemoglobin, and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) are used as surrogate markers 

for neuronal activation in specific brain areas (94, 95, 168). The highly vascularized central nervous system is 

enclosed by meninges, which contains three connective tissue layers: dura mater, arachnoid mater and pia 

mater. Perivascular nerves play the role of regulating vascular tones and perfusions in the meningeal layer. During 

the regulation process, in order to reconcile local variations of blood flow in brain activities, chemical signals 

released from activated perivascular nerves and astrocytes alter vascular tones (169). The vascularization and blood 

circulation within meninges are important for a number of neurological diseases and complications (163, 170, 171). 

Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) (46, 107) and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) (172) (including 

multi-wavelength 2-D imaging) have been used for imaging the neural activation in the brain with a relative large 

field-of-view (46, 173) to extract the hemodynamic and metabolic parameters. For example, multiple interference of 

the reflected (or transmitted) wavelets is detected by LSCI methods (46), which is similar to taking snapshots of a 

series of pictures. However, they lack tomographic capability, thus cannot resolve functional vascularization in 

individual sub-layers of the cortical tissue. Optical microangiography (OMAG) is a label-free non-invasive imaging 

modality that can be used to obtain three-dimensional (3D) blood perfusion map within microcirculatory tissue beds 

in vivo based on Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography (FDOCT) (89, 116, 174-177). By quantifying the 

phase differences between adjacent A-lines, Doppler optical microangiography (DOMAG) is a functional extension 

of FDOCT/OMAG to image blood flow velocity within functional microvasculatures (178) . However, a tradeoff 

between the overall imaging area and sampling rate of DOMAG exists due to the point scanning manner and limited 

imaging speed. Here, we developed a SDWLS-OMAG system for brain imaging, which can overcome the 

disadvantages of each individual technique. We demonstrated that the system could efficiently extract not only two 

dimensional vasculature maps but also the depth-resolved layer to layer information in the meningeal layer and the 

somatosensory cortex in the mouse brain. (163) 
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3.3.2.2. System and methods (163) 

Fig.18 (a) delineated the schematics of the integrated systems. The specific configurations are described in the 

previous section. Both lasers in the SDW-LSCI system were uniformly illuminated onto the sample at an incident 

angle of ~60° (147). The exposure time of the camera was set to 10 ms, which was optimized to achieve high 

contrast for speckle flow imaging (94). Both of the cameras were running at 100 fps with each snapshot at 

dimension of 1000×1000 pixels. We set the field of view at ~9.5×9.5 mm
2
 in order to cover the dimensions of the 

contralateral side of the mouse brain. For maximizing the contrast of the speckle pattern, this setting ensured the 

speckle size (~22  m) to be approximately twice the pixel size (12  m) (135). A super luminescent diode light 

source, with a central wavelength of 1310 nm, bandwidth 56 nm was employed for sample illumination in the 

OMAG system, which gives a theoretical axial resolution of ~13 µm in air. The camera in the spectrometer had a 

line scan rate of ~1.5 kHz. Each frame contained 500 A-lines that cover ~2.2 mm on the sample. A series of 

repeated B-scan images, called MB scans, were acquired at a frame rate of ~3 fps. It takes 42 seconds for acquiring 

a total MB-scan images. (163) 

We have described the details of the pre-stimuli animal preparation including anesthesia procedure in (179). We 

made an incision with a~1.2 cm length cut on the skin along the direction of sagittal suture. The frontal parietal and 

interparietal bones were exposed. Here, the mouse cranium is neither thinned nor opened for imaging (174). Then, 

an electric stimulation mouse model was used for contralateral brain neural activation imaging through applying 

electrodes into the hind paw (180). We applied a 2 s pre-stimulus, 15 s stimuli with 0.5 mA current, and 25 s 

post-stimulus onto the mouse hind paw. The pulse frequency was 3 Hz and the pulse duration was 3 ms (181). The 

animal was then located under the scanning probe. Again, several parameters were calculated from the images 

captured by the multifunctional system for the evaluation of brain hemodynamic and metabolic responses. Firstly, 

the speckle contrast maps revealed functional blood flow within scanned tissue volume. The contrast map were 

calculated as a ratio of the standard deviation to the mean intensity rendered by moving a 5 5-pixel binning 

window in the raw intensity image at the wavelength of λ1=780 nm. Using the model of speckle contrast versus 

flow velocity, the relative flow changes can then be derived (157). Secondly, by using the images acquired with 

both λ1 (780nm) and λ2 (825 nm), the concentration changes of HbO, Hb, HbT and CMRO2 were extracted (71, 
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147, 164). HbT was defined as the amount of hemoglobin (unit: millimole) per liter of blood, which is calculated as 

sum of HbO and Hb. By assuming a baseline concentration of Hb and HbT as 40  M and 100  M, respectively, 

CMRO2 was extracted using the same approach described in (165). For localizing the brain region of hind paw 

stimulation, we extracted two regions. We defined the percentage of change in cerebral blood flow as in the range 

of 2% to 4% as the region 1, and the range of 2  M to 3  M of HbO change as region 2. We then overlapped the 

two anatomical regions for eliciting the specific activated region in the brain. The OMAG probe was then guided to 

image the details of vascular activations in this region after we had precisely localized the hind paw region in 

somatosensory region (SCR). We captured and processed the repeated OMAG B-scan frames in the localized SCR 

to achieve cross-sectional blood flow images using the DOMAG algorithm. (163)We finally estimated the flow 

velocities by calculating phase difference values between adjacent A-lines of flow signals (178).  

Figure 18 The SDWLS-OMAG system and representative blood vasculature images. (a) The schematic of the SDW-LSCI (marked by blue 

dotted square) and DOMAG (marked by red dotted square) system. LD: laser diode, DBS: dichroic beam splitter, BE: beam expander, ZL: 

zoom lens, ASC: area scan camera, WS: workstation, SLD: superluminescent diode, CR: circulator, FC: fiber coupler, PC: polarization 

controller, C: collimator, G: x-y galvanometer, FL: focusing lens, RL: relay lens, GR: grating, LSC: line scan camera, MB: mouse brain. (b) 

The imaging area in the contralateral (left) side of the brain. (c) The localized somatosensory cortex area (orange area) superposed on 
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SDW-LSCI speckle contrast image; the DOMAG repeated B scan region, marked by blue solid line; A: anterior, L: lateral, P: posterior. Scale 

bar: 1.0 mm. Bregma is marked by asterisk, and midline is marked by red dash-dot line, coronal suture is marked by yellow dash line in (b) 

and (c). (d) One typical DOMAG B-scan of microstructures showing morphological features, such as cranium and cortex. Scale bar: 500  m. 

(e) DOMAG phase map showing the enlarged three typical regions of interest; blue dash-dot square: a large vessel in meningeal layer; green 

solid square: another vessel in meningeal layer; red dots square, a vessel in somatosensory cortex. The cortex layer and meningeal layer are 

separated by the black dash line. x: A-line scanning direction; z: normal direction to the mouse brain. Scale bar: 500  m. (163) 

 

We firstly obtained the hind paw region in the SCR by overlapping regions of R1 and R2. Then we overlaid the 

region onto the speckle contrast map. Typical branches (marked by the red spots) of the middle cerebral artery 

(MCA) and typical branches (marked by the blue spots) of the sagittal sinus can be visualized clearly. Anatomically, 

the MCA first arises from the internal carotid and projects to the portions of the lateral cerebral cortex. The 

functions of MCA and its branches are to supply the clusters of neurons, hind limb barrels in SCR. (182). Veins on 

the cortical surface mainly function to drain the SCR into the superior sagittal sinus. (163) The SCR is localized 

within the MCA and ACA anastomosis region which is in agreement with (182). 

3.3.2.3. Results 

One B-scan image within the DOMAG structural volume is shown in Fig.18 (d). In this image, typical 

morphological features, such as cranium and cortex, are visualized. A representative DOMAG phase map acquired 

during the stimulus is demonstrated in Fig.18 (e). Red color depicts the direction of the vertical flow component. 

The direction is consistent with that of the incident light. The blue color represents the opposite direction. We 

segmented the meningeal layer from the cortical layer using the method introduced in (174). The phase differences 

values of each B-scan frame were first integrated, normalized, and then plotted according to the captured time 

course for demonstration of the details of hemodynamic responses. Three ROIs were chosen, including a cortex 

vessel (~50  m in diameter), a middle size meningeal vessel (~40  m in diameter), which originates from dura 

mater from the depth 100 to 200  m below the cranium surface, and a large meningeal vessel (~90  m in diameter), 

respectively. (163) 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2887910/figure/f2/
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Figure 19 Time courses of the variances of CBF, CMRO2, HbO, Hb, and HbT in the SCR before, during and after electrical 

stimulation. (a) Changes of all the five parameters depicted in the procedures of pre-, during and post-stimuli. The rectangular 

box shows the area enlarged for (c) and (d). (b) DOMAG flow changes in specific vessels. (c) The enlargement of the CBF 

curves shows a pulsatile trend (denoted by 1-4). (d) The enlargement of HbO and Hb curves show both the pulsatile and 

respiratory fluctuation. The pulsatile is denoted by 1’-4’, which is corresponding to 1-4 in (c). (163)   

The time courses of the relative changes of CBF, CMRO2 and changes of HbO, Hb and HbT are shown in Fig.19 

(a). Each value is averaged from the vessels within a square region localized in the somatosensory area (Fig. 18 (b)) 

before, during, and after electrical stimulation. Except Hb, all the parameters raised to the peak values at ~17 s. The 

maximum decrease of Hb was observed behind the ridge wave of hyperemia; however, the change of Hb was not as 

obvious as those of other parameters. These trends are consistent with what was observed in (109). We also noted 

that an artery was situated within the SCR in our study while a vein was covered in it (95). The change in CBF was 
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greater than the change in CMRO2. It is also noteworthy that a secondary increase was shown in CBF, HbO, and 

HbT. This phenomenon indicates a delayed stress relaxation in the vessels (183). The magnified curves of CBF and 

concentration changes of HbO and Hb during 3.2 s time course of the recovery period (post-stimulus) are presented 

in Fig. 19 (c) and 19 (d). We can estimate the pulsatile frequency (~7.5 Hz) and respiratory frequency (~1.2 Hz) 

from the CBF and hemoglobin concentration changing curves using fast Fourier transform. So, the system has the 

feasibility to monitor the pattern of the oscillated pulsatile and respiratory frequencies in arteries and veins. The 

time course of the DOMAG flow-changing trend in the three typical vessels (marked in Fig. 18 (d)) is exhibited in 

Fig. 19 (b). The flow-changing pattern in the three vessels is obvious. The hemodynamic reconciling with 

propagating wave of hyperemia to the neural activation is shown by the cortex vessel (marked by the red dotted line 

in Fig. 19 (b)). A trend of flow increasing curve depicts the wave of hyperemia. The trend was similar to the 

propagating wave of hyperemia that SDW-LSCI showed. The big meningeal vessel exhibited totally different flow 

response with that in the cortex vessel. It is explicit that there was almost no flow change in the big meningeal 

vessel throughout the stimulus procedure. This big meningeal vessel may be a vein, which behavior not actively. 

The CBF in the other representative meningeal vessel (marked by the green solid line in Fig. 19 (b)) was innervated. 

(163) Therefore, it showed a oscillating pattern, which is probably caused by stimulated vascular tone (184).  

3.3.2.4. Summarization 

In summary, the multifunctional imaging system is useful in delineating the microvascular hemodynamic and 

metabolic responses in the cortex during peripheral neural activation. The system is advantageous in the ability of 

localizing 2D microvasculature responses. It is also useful in assessing depth-resolved single vessel flow responses. 

The SDW-LSCI is combined with OMAG for directly rendering images of any mouse model with local CBF and 

oxygenation variations. Therefore, it has the potential to explore a broad range of brain disorders, such as 

cerebral thrombosis and stroke, etc. (163) 

3.3.3. SDWLS-OMAG utilized in monitoring the response of wound punch  

We have proposed and developed a non-invasive biomedical optical imager, SDWLS-OMAG. The system was 

designed to maintain the performances of both subsystems. We need the capability of the system for simultaneously 
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imaging hemodynamic and metabolic responses in tissue environment in vivo with high image quality. To achieve 

such requirements, we optimized the optical designs here, such as we added additional relay lens to increase 

working distance and translational sample probe to select imaging area and focal plane freely; we also added paired 

dichroic mirrors to compensate dispersion. The multi-modelity of the system was demonstrated in a thorough 

investigation of hemodynamic and metabolic responses to an acute wound healing model in mouse pinna in vivo. 

The microvasculature, blood flow, and hemoglobin concentration from millimeter level down to single capillary 

were comprehensively visualized. The captured instantaneous responses to wound onset showed great 

differentiation between areas in the pinna tissue; a rebalance tendency was exhibited in the following blood flow 

response and simultaneously a dynamic recovery to baseline situation was revealed in the hemoglobin concentration 

variation. 

3.3.3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we utilize a combined system for quantitatively imaging hemodynamics and oxygen metabolism in a mouse 

wound healing model in vivo. We employ ultrahigh sensitive OMAG (UHS-OMAG) (89) and multi-range Doppler OMAG 

(mDOMAG) (162) to map the vascular response down to capillary level. The SDW-LSCI system provides relative flow 

velocity and hemoglobin concentration over the whole mouse pinna. A 3D translation stage is featured in carrying the OMAG 

probe to select the imaging area. Then, we position the focal plane without moving the animal. A relay lens plays an important 

role here. It is placed after the objective lens of OMAG, leaving the dichromic mirror as the solely shared component to avoid 

lens-introduced aberration to each other. Both the global and detailed hemodynamic and metabolic responses are demonstrated 

from the onset to ~40 min after punching. 

Figure 20 Snapshot of a mouse pinna. The punched hole is marked by the dotted circles. 
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3.3.3.2. System and methods

We performed the wound punch experiment on a hairless mice pinna. The animal preparation was described 

elsewhere (101). A puncher with 1 mm diameter was pressed to the mouse pinna to punch a hole by removing ear 

tissue (shown in Fig. 20). First, both OMAG and SDW-LSCI baseline images were captured before creating the 

wound. We took snapshots of the SDW-LSCI images with 5.7 × 5.7 mm
2
 at 1000×1000 pixels. We averaged twenty 

frames for the final SDW-LSCI image [Fig. 21(a3)]. We used the average of fifty frames as the baseline of HbO and 

Hb. To monitor the flow and hemoglobin concentration changes after wound, six regions of interest ROI1~6 were 

selected as representative areas at the upstream and downstream of an artery vein pair. The flow sensitivity of 

SDW-LSCI was calibrated as ~32  m/s. We could have an overview of the mouse pinna vasculatures before the 

punch. We imaged a 2.2 × 4.2 mm
2
 area [dashed in Fig. 21(a3)] located in the upstream using both UHS-OMAG and 

mDOMAG to investigate the fine vasculature system. This area was a mosaic of two 2.2 × 2.2 mm
2
 tiles. The whole 

area was imaged one after another by shifting the OMAG probe for 2 mm. The 3D UHS-OMAG data set was 

composed by 512 pixels × 400 A-lines × 300 B-frames. With a frame rate of 170 Hz, each B-frame was high-pass 

filtered from 8 repeated frames. Fig. 21(a1) exhibits the maximum projection view of the 3D image. We performed 

mDOMAG mode with the A-line rate of 9 KHz for extracting slow flow velocity in the mouse pinna. We captured 25 

A-lines at each position, followed by a waiting time of 7 A-lines before switching to another position. Each B-frame 

contained 200 positions, thus a frame rate of 1.13 Hz was yielded. We composed the whole 3D mDOMAG data set 

with 512 pixels × (25 A-lines × 200 positions) × 200 B-frames. We could capture blood flow whose axial velocity was 

within three ranges of [−2.2, 2.2], [−0.7, 0.7] and [−0.2, 0.2] mm/s by applying mDOMAG processing algorithm. The 

bidirectional maximum projection image of the data combined from different velocity ranges is demonstrated in 

Figure 21(a2). For achieving higher imaging contrast, we delineated the data in the range of [−0.7, 0.7] mm/s. To 

increase the velocity detectability, the pinna was titled for an angle of 10°, with that upstream is higher than the 

downstream. Hence, the red and green colors basically corresponded to flowing toward downstream and upstream, 

respectively. We denoted some typical arteries, veins and arterioles as An, Vn and ALn, respectively. An and Vn 

indicated the artery and vein of the nth pair, respectively. It is noteworthy that V4 appeared red, appearing the same as 

A4. We could estimate that a strong branch of V4 was flowing to converge with V2 and V3 via a bridge [white arrow 
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in Fig. 21(a2)]. Without external disturbance, this vein-to-vein connection was naturally formed. mDOMAG provided 

a detailed velocity map of all the main vessels overlaying in the mouse pinna. 

Figure 21 OMAG and SDW-LSCI images of the mouse pinna showing the acute wound healing process. (a1)-(a3) baseline UHS-OMAG, 

mDOMAG and SDW-LSCI images, respectively. (b1)-(b3) LSCI, HbO and Hb images, respectively, at 10 s after punching. (c1)-(c5) 

UHS-OMAG, mDOMAG, SDW-LSCI, HbO and Hb images, respectively, at 6 min after punching. (di) is the same as (ci), but at 45 min 

after punching. The OMAG imaged area is dashed in (a3). The 0.5 mm biopsy punch is depicted as blue dashed circles in OMAG images 

and white notches in SDW-LSCI images. Scale bar, 400  m.  

 

3.3.3.3. Results

The SDW-LSCI, HbO and Hb images at 10 s after punching are shown in Figures 21(b1)-2(b3). The region that the 2nd, 3rd, 

and 4th vessels supplied (orange circle) showed a great reduction in blood flow. In the downstream region, the blood flow in a 

branch of V1 showed a trend for rescuing the wound region (marked by the black arrow). At the onsite of the wound punch, the 

upstream region exhibited higher concentration of HbO while the downstream appeared lacking of it. The Hb map showed an 

opposite phenomenon in downstream and upstream. From the onsite of the wound punch, we consistently captured the 

SDW-LSCI and OMAG images for 45 min. The images that were taken at 6 min after punching are shown in Figures 

21(c1)-(c5). The UHS-OMAG provided the functional vascular response down to capillary level [Fig. 21(c1)]. There was 

almost no flow near the puncture. The main artery and vein that branch into the 3rd pairs were completely dysfunctional. The 
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increased flows between the 1st and 2nd pairs showed obvious capillary recruitment (marked by yellow circle in c1). 

Angiogenesis occurred around 3 days after wound onset (185). There was strong vessel dilation occurred in the 1st pair of 

vessel (186), which played the role of rescuing for the neighbor region. On the right of the puncture area, the vein bridged from 

V4 was interrupted and the capillary flow near it dropped dramatically (marked by orange circle). From the mDOMAG image 

[Fig. 21(c2)], the regions on the left and right sides of A2 show increased and decreased flow, respectively, which could be 

coregistered with UHS-OMAG images. The flow direction in V2 and its left branch (marked by blue arrows) appeared 

reversed. A2 was still flowing towards downstream due to the support from A7 and reversed A8 (yellow arrow), but A3 was 

interrupted. The flow direction of V4 (white arrow) was also reversed of A4 due to the interruption in its supporting bridge. 

There was no arterial-venous shunt that could be visualized, indicating that the artery and vein systems were still working 

independently. The SDW-LSCI image [Fig. 21(c3)] showed slower flow in almost all the areas than that at the onsite of 

punching, excluding the behaviors of the 2nd vessel pair and their branches. However, the phenomena of increase and decrease 

at the left and right side of the 2nd vessel pair, respectively is consistent with that appears in OMAG images. Moreover, the left 

branch of V2 was indistinctly connected to V1 via small capillaries, suggesting that V1 was the draining vein causing the 

reversed flow in the left branch of V2. The HbO and Hb images in Figs. 21(c4) and 2(c5) described a similar distribution as that 

at the onsite of punching. But it showed a tendency of hemoglobin concentration to return to baseline. 

There was an overall recovery of blood flow comparing to 6 min after punching as shown in the UHS-OMAG image [Fig. 

21(d1)]. The mDOMAG maps exhibited similar changes [Fig. 21(d2)]. For example, A8 became very strong to aid A7 for 

supplying A2 and A3. A clear connection showed up between V1 and the left branch of V2 (black arrow). We plotted the time 

courses from the ROIs in Fig. 22 for further elucidation of the wound process. The SDW-LSCI maps are shown with time 

interval of ~1.5 min. The mDOMAG maps are shown at time points of 6, 20, 32 and 45 min after punching. We employed an 

integration method of the flow velocities in the projection plane to better evaluate the response of absolute blood flow (83). For 

most of the non-reversed vessels, they showed a stronger flow after punching and maintained their levels [Fig. 22(a)]. The flow 

directions in V2 and V4 kept reversed through all the time after punch. The flow in AL5 was temporarily cut off at the onsite of 

punch, while came back with a strong overshoot. The functional vasculature behaved with the same trend with that in AL5. 

The blood flow changes in the selected ROIs in SDW-LSCI maps [Fig. 22(b)] showed instantaneous responses after punching, 

such as it showed flow reduction in ROI6 in downstream. ROI3 was located in the capillary recruitment region and appeared 
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with the strongest flow increase. The overall blood flow trend was consistent with that shown in the single-vessel captured by 

mDOMAG. For the hemoglobin concentration changes, the responses at the onsite of punching were also diversified. HbO in 

the upstream of ROIs showed a positive response while that in the downstream showed anegative response. However, their 

changing trends went back towards the baseline. The Hb response appeared as the opposite response with HbO. 

 

Figure 22 Time courses of the variations of blood flow and hemoglobin concentration after wound onset for selected vessels in ROIs. BFO 

and BFL: the blood flow calculated from mDOMAG and SDW-LSCI, respectively. 

Except monitoring the short term tissue injury response, SDWLS-OMAG imager may also play an important role in chronic 

wound healing study. We could access more hemodynamic parameters, such as vessel diameter, length, density, tortuosity, 

fractal dimension and blood volume, which are critical to the analysis of angiogenesis and arteriogenesis. It would also be 

feasible to elucidate the oxygen consumption similar to the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen using near-infrared spectroscopy 

(187). Those evaluations will contribute to better understanding of the complete wound healing process. 

3.3.3.2. Summarization
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In conclusion, this technique is able to quantify the detailed hemodynamic responses of wound punch. Such detailed vascular 

responses have not previously been able to be visualized using other techniques. Our techniques can greatly contribute to the 

investigation of vascular function in tissue injury. 

3.4. Discussion  

The SDWLS-OMAG system inevitably has some limitations. For example, the alignment of two cameras can be time 

consuming during the system development, compared to single camera systems. However, a USAF RES Target (resolution test 

pattern) could be employed as the sample for the alignment of the two cameras and coregistration of the two wavelength 

images. Thus, it does not hasve great influence onto our proposed work. An automatic images coregistration approach will be 

developed for more efficient implementation of future experiments. The major limitation of OMAG is that its imaging depth 

cannot be beyond 2 mm into the tissue. However, it is enough to image the mouse cortex through the cranium (1.0 mm to 2.0 

mm) and the whole depth of mouse pinna (500  m to 1.0 mm). Therefore, it does not influence the success of our study. A 

novel digital focusing approach can be implemented in order to automatically focus onto the en face section of the tissue to 

extend the depth of field. However, it needs to be implemented with prolix arithmetic.  

 

Chapter 4. Determine the utility of multifunctional imaging system for serial 

monitoring of blood flow changes and vascular remodeling following experimental 

stroke in mice 

The feasibility of the SDWLS-OMAG system has been demonstrated by our 2D large field-of-view, high temporal resolution 

and 3D high spatial resolution images filled with full set of information on tissue injury responses. The ability to non-invasively 

monitor and quantify hemodynamic responses down to the capillary level is important for improved diagnosis, treatment, and 

management of neurovascular disorders, including stroke. The SDWLS-OMAG system was used to evaluate vessel blood flow 

velocity and direction, vascular morphology, hemoglobin oxygenation, and cerebral blood volume, in experimental stroke 

induced by MCAO in mice. SDWLS-OMAG differentiated four distinct regions designated as infarct, peri-infarct, mild 

hypoperfusion and contralateral regions based on corresponding blood flow ranges during occlusion. In these regions, blood 
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volumes and typical vessel flows were distinguished and quantified. Furthermore, we characterized the contribution of different 

vascular compartments in generating and controlling the hemodynamic response. We found that the distal downstream 

arterioles reversed flow during occlusion, which may be important to mitigate and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

verse effects of vessel obstruction. The contents in this chapter are unpublished work. The manuscript is being prepared. 

4.1. Introduction 

Stroke is caused by blockage or rupture of a blood vessel supplying the brain with oxygen and nutrients. The reduction of 

cerebral blood flow (CBF) below critical values leads to a series of metabolic, functional, and structural changes resulting in 

irreversible neuronal death, i.e. infarct. Decreased blood flow beyond the critical value leading to infarct causes damage but this 

peri-infarct region has the potential for recovery. Over the past several decades, much effort has been put forth in investigating 

endogenous mechanisms involved in salvaging the peri-infarct region but has focused on neuroprotective mechanisms with 

little attention given to the vasculature. This is most likely due to the lack of a technology capable of elucidating real time 

microvascular dynamics in vivo. A more comprehensive understanding of microvascular responses and hemodynamic 

parameters during and after ischemic injury would greatly improve our ability to develop therapeutic interventions to improve 

vascular function and brain survival after stroke occurs. Currently there are no imaging techniques for experimental stroke that 

can non-invasively and simultaneously measure blood volume, velocity, direction and tissue oxygenation, and detect vascular 

remodeling (e.g. blood vessel deformation) down to capillary-level resolution at an appropriate imaging depth without the use 

of contrast agents in the microcirculation in vivo. To more comprehensively evaluate the microvascular responses to 

experimental stroke, we have developed the SDWLS-OMAG system. More recent improvements to OMAG allow detection 

of a wider range of fast and slow blood flow velocities for simultaneous measurement in capillaries, arterioles/venuals and 

arteries/veins (162). We employed UHS-OMAG (89) and multi-range Doppler OMAG (mDOMAG) (162)  in our combined 

system to map the cerebral vascular response down to capillary level. SDW-LSCI improves on LSCI by the addition of a 

second camera. This creates faster imaging speed which can detect changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin 

concentrations and the relative changes in CBF in the mouse brain, within tens of milliseconds, through an intact cranium 

(147).  Although SDW-LSCI is limited in depth, it can visualize a wide field-of-view (10 cmX10 cm) and accurately predict 

the area of infarct within a minute after an occlusion (188). SDWLS-OMAG is used to identify distinct blood flow regions 

corresponding to infarct, peri-infarct, and non-injured tissue and characterize the differences in vascular responses among them. 
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The multifunctional system detects microvascular responses with high spatial and temporal resolutions before during and after 

experimental stroke in male mice. In this work, SDW-LSCI enables rapid identification of CBF and hemoglobin oxygenation 

over the whole mouse brain and is used to guide the OMAG system to home in on depth information regarding blood volume, 

flow, and vascular architecture pertaining to defined regions of decreased CBF. SDWLS-OMAG provides a yet unparalleled 

tool to assess key dynamic information about cortical cerebral blood flow, which is important to understand the mechanisms 

relating to vascular injury and repair. 

4.2. Material and method 

For SDW-LSCI, we used the same protocol as described in section 3.1.1. For OMAG, we imaged 2×2 tiles of a 

2.0×2.0 mm2 area to obtain a mosaic area of 3.6 × 3.6 mm2. At each position, 3-D volume data of both 

UHS-OMAG and mDOMAG were acquired. The 3D UHS-OMAG data was composed of 512 pixels×400 

A-lines×400 B-frames. Each B-frame was high-pass filtered from eight repeated frames with a frame rate of 180 Hz. 

The blood flow sensitivity of UHS-OMAG was ~4  m/s, which could resolve the complete vasculature morphology 

from arteries and veins down to the capillary level (89). Subsequently, we used mDOMAG for multi-range imaging 

of blood flow velocity. To extract the velocities ranged from arteries down to venules, we performed step scanning 

with the A-line rate of 75 KHz. 25 repeated A-lines were captured at each position. Each B-frame contained such 

380 positions, yielding a frame rate of 6 Hz. The 3D mDOMAG data was composed of 512 pixels × 380 positions × 

300 B-frames. The captured blood flow were within the axial velocity ranges of [-18.2, 18.2], [−6.1, 6.1] and [−2.0, 

2.0] mm/s. 

All experiments were carried out in accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines for research animal care and 

the protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Washington. Male mice 

C57BL/6J (Charles River Laboratories, Hollister, CA) approximately 8-10 weeks of age with body weights from 20-25 g were 

used in all experiments. Briefly, the animal was anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane (0.2 L/min O2, 0.8 L/min air). The body 

temperature was maintained at 36.5±0.5°C with a feedback rectal probe and heating pad (Harvard Apparatus). An incision of 

~1.2 cm was made on the skin along the direction of sagittal suture and the frontal parietal and interparietal bones were exposed. 

It is worth mentioning that the mouse cranium was left intact, neither thinned nor opened for imaging (147, 179). The animal 

was then positioned under the SDWLS-OMAG imaging system. After the baseline imaging, a small laser Doppler probe 
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(Model moorVMS-LDF2, Moor Instruments Ltd., Oxford, England) was affixed to the right side of the skull at the mid-ear to 

eye distance to monitor cortical perfusion and verify vascular occlusion and reperfusion. A 6-0 nylon filament with a 

silicone-coated tip was inserted into the right internal carotid artery via the external carotid artery until the laser Doppler 

flowmetry value dropped to <25% of baseline. After 90 min of occlusion, the filament was removed and reperfusion was 

allowed to occur. Subcutaneous buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg) was administered every 8-12 h until the time of euthanasia. To 

define and measure the region of infarct after imaging, at 24 h after reperfusion, brains were removed and stained whole with 

1.2% TTC in saline at 37ºC and photographed to overlay with the whole field blood threshold values acquired with 

SDW-LSCI. Whole brains were then cut into 2 mm sections stained again with TTC and placed into 10% formalin overnight. 

Slices were photographed, and analyzed for infarction size with SigmaScan Pro 5.0 software (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, 

CA, USA). TTC is metabolized by viable cells to a pink color, which can clearly delineate the area of infarct as the area of 

pallor (189). Infarct volume was calculated by integrating infarcted areas across the rostral–caudal axis and expressed as a 

percentage of the contralateral hemisphere to account for edema.   

The SDW-LSCI was utilized for assessing important hemodynamic and metabolism parameters, including the relative changes 

of blood flow, the changes in hemoglobin concentrations, blood flow direction and 3D blood vessel morphology. Briefly, we 

imaged the baseline, response to occlusion after 90 min and 20 min and 24 h after reperfusion.  

Differences in oxy, deoxy and total hemoglobin concentration, vessel diameter, cerebral blood volume and flow were analyzed 

with repeated measure one-way ANOVA and with the post hoc Newman–Keuls test. The criterion for statistical significance 

was p < 0.05. All values are reported as mean ± SEM.  

 

4.3. Results 

In order to characterize the vascular responses to experimental stroke, male mice (n=5) were subjected to occlusion of the 

MCA by the intraluminal filament model (190). Baseline images were taken immediately before the MCAO surgery. MCAO 

was confirmed by laser Doppler flowmetry. After 90 min of occlusion the filament was removed on the imaging platform 

without moving the animal. After 24h the animals were imaged, animals euthanized and brains removed and stained with TTC 

for analysis of infarct size. The average infarct size was 46.65±14.24% and 39.94±10.61% in the cortex and total hemisphere, 

respectively. The mouse survival rate after surgery was 75%. 
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A reduction of blood flow below critical values leads to irreversible neuronal death, resulting in infarction (191). Reduced 

blood flow between determined values in the peri-infarct zone leads to reversible damage. Figure 23 shows the infarct core, 

peri-infarct, mild hypoperfusion and contralateral areas which were segmented based on computation of the ratio of blood flow 

during occlusion relative to that during baseline by SDW-LSCI. Blood flow percentages were calculated as the ratio of flow 

rate at 60 min of occlusion over the flow rate at baseline. Through further analysis, we were able to differentiate critical regions 

according to the magnitude of blood flow reduction during the period of occlusion. In the evaluated regions of five animals, the 

flow ranges were 92±2.1%-100% for the healthy tissue region (non-ischemic), 66±6.2%-92±2.1% for the region of mild 

hypoperfusion; 38±4.5% - 66±6.2% for the peri-infarct region, and 0-38±4.5% in the infarct core. The threshold flow maps can 

be consistently coregistered with the regions defined by TTC staining (192).  

 

Figure 23 Blood flow thresholds used to differentiate infarct, peri-infarct, region of mild hypoperfusion, contralateral area in the mouse brain 

by SDW-LSCI. (a) Anatomical depiction of the four areas in MCAO model (193). (b) Evaluated contralateral region (flow rate >90% of 

control’s); (c) region of mild hypoperfusion (flow rate ~70%-~90% of control’s); (d) peri-infarct region (flow rate ~42%-~70% of control’s); 

(e) Infarct core (0-~42% of control’s), overlaid onto the snapshots of TTC staining in the mouse brain. Color bar represents the ratio of the 

ischemia flow relative to that of baseline. Scale bar denotes 2.0 mm. (n=5)  
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remodeling before, during, and after MCAO were revealed by the SDWLS-OMAG system. SDW-LSCI captured a 

wide range of blood flow maps. The infarct core, marked by the dotted region, was estimated from Fig. 23(e) based 

on calculation of the flow rate during occlusion normalized to the baseline flow rate. During each time slot, a wide 

field of view of whole brain could be visualized. Prior to occlusion (baseline), blood flow in the right (ipsilateral) 

side of the brain was abundant, with an identical flow range to that of the left (contralateral) brain. During occlusion, 

the blood flow decreased most prominently in the core region (red, less than speckle contrast value of 0.16) of the 

MCA. A smaller peri-infarct region, surrounding the predicted core resulted in a less severe but marked decrease 

(yellow/green, speckle contrast values 0.10-.016). During reperfusion, the flow increased similarly over the entire 

hemisphere, with the infarct core and peri-infarct regions at similar levels. Vessel remodeling occurred in two 

surface meningeal vessels (marked by arrows in (c) and (d)) at 24 hours. The predicted core infarct area was 

validated by coregistering with TTC staining (data not shown). SDW-LSCI provided rapid identification of different 

tissue states based on variations of blood flow rates, and was used to guide OMAG for individual vessel 

investigation of morphology, blood flow, and flow direction. 
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Figure 24 Representative laser speckle contrast maps (a-d), Doppler velocity (mDOMAG) (e-h) and vessel morphology maps 

(UHS-DOMAG) (i-l). The normal mouse brain (baseline a, e and i), 90 min (b,f, g) after onsite of occlusion, 20 min (c, g and k) 

and 24 h (d, h and l) after reperfusion, with the predicted infarct core marked by black dotted region in (b). In (a), the 

dash-dotted line denotes the midline of mouse brain; the asterisk and triangle indicate the anterior and posterior parts of the 

brain. The MCA territory is denoted in (a). The region of interest is marked by the red square in (b). A primary branch of MCA 

is marked by the large arrow in (e); a branch of anterior cerebral artery (ACA) is labeled by the dotted arrow in (e). Small 

arrows in (e), (f) and (g) label three branches of MCA. The dotted circle in (f) indicates the ACA-MCA anastomosis. The 

infarct region is marked by the yellow dotted lines in (i)-(l); the peri-infarct region is marked by the dash-dotted lines in (b), (f), 

and (i)-(l). In (i), the oval marks the MCA branch, the double-oval indicates the ACA branch, the triangle marked a vein, and 

the rectangular indicates an arterial branched from MCA. The color bars for (a-d) and (e-h) stand for speckle contrast and flow 

velocity, respectively. Scale bar in (d) for speckle contrast images is 2.0 mm. Scale bar for the OMAG images is 1.0 mm.  

 

A similar observation was detected with a more detailed analysis with high resolution images of microcirculation up 

to 2 mm in depth by OMAG. OMAG is able to quantify blood flow down to the capillary level following ischemic 

stroke. Quantification of blood flow requires the assessment of flow velocity in individual vessels; however, the 

flow velocity within the cerebral cortex ranges from tens of  m/s in capillaries to tens of mm/s in the MCA. Here, 

we could distinguish the flow velocity and direction in individual blood vessels using mDOMAG (162). As 

observed with SDW-LSCI, the blood flow was drastically reduced in the predicted infarct core. Most interestingly, 

flow direction in three large arterioles (marked by small arrows in (e), (f) and (g) naturally formed anastomoses 

between ACA and MCA territories prior to stroke reversed during occlusion. The flow was recovered to the baseline 

direction at the onset of reperfusion and maintained the original baseline flow direction at 24 h post-reperfusion. 

The images of vascular morphology are also demonstrated in (i)-(l), from which we visualized the vascular 

architecture and morphology change of the blood vessels during occlusion and reperfusion in the mouse brain. Prior 

to occlusion, the capillary network was intact and dense. During occlusion, both large vessel and capillary blood 

flow in the infarct core regions decreased dramatically, as shown by the lack of observed vessels. The absence of the 

dense capillary network can be visualized at the time point of 24 h (l) relative to that of baseline (i). To the best of 

our knowledge, this is the first time this novel SDWLS-OMAG technique has been used to quantify the detailed 

blood flow responses, vessel by vessel within peri-infarct and infarct regions, when ischemic injury occurs, and 

http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
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serially monitor vascular remodeling. Such detailed vascular responses have not previously been able to be 

visualized using other techniques.  

The concentration change of HbO, Hb and HbT in the predicted regions of infarct, peri-infarct, mild hypoperfusion 

and contralateral regions are shown in Figure 25. The calculation was based on the comparison of HbO, Hb and 

HbT concentrations at reperfusion to that at occlusion. The change in hemoglobin oxygenation concentration in the 

infarct region was highest as this region has the lowest level of HbO during occlusion. The concentration change of 

HbO showed a decreasing trend (~0.12-~-0.08 mM) along the defined region from IF to PI, RF and CT. 

Deoxygenated Hb appeared a rising trend (~-0.2-~0.1 mM) at the time of reperfusion in the four regions. In the 

infarct region, Hb decreased and HbO increased remarkably, indicating that blood vessels were occupied by 

deoxygenated Hb during occlusion. This data suggests that hemoglobin remained as clots inside the vessel lumen 

during blood flow stasis were induced by MCAO. In the peri-infarct region, concentration of HbO remained 

relatively stable, whereas both Hb and HbT decreased. This phenomenon may be due to vessel constriction at the 

onset of reperfusion, and/or vasodilatation during occlusion in the peri-infarct region. In the mild hypoperfusion 

region, HbO showed mild decreases; HbT presented a tiny rising trend (~-0.065-~-0.01 mM). As the blood volume 

is linear proportional to HbT, the stability of HbT indicates stability of blood volume. An increase in Hb and 

decrease in HbO occurred in the contralateral region suggesting that upon reperfusion of the MCA oxygenated 

blood is also supplied by the contralateral hemisphere. 
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Figure 25 Concentration changes of HbO (red), Hb (blue), and HbT (grey) from time of occlusion to reperfusion. Means S.E. 

Concentration changes were evaluated and measured by the SDW-LSCI subsystem. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 

Overall, the function of SDW-LSCI is important for a whole brain imaging because it may provide rapid 

identifications of different tissue states based on variations of blood flow rate, which can be used to guide OMAG 

for vessel-to-vessel investigation of morphology, blood flow and direction. 
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Figure 26 (a) Representative blood vessels image, demonstrating the vessels type that we selected. The image is a 

representative vessel morphology map, extracted by UHS-OMAG. (b) Vascular diameter changes during occlusion, reperfusion, 

and at 24 hours after MCAO. Values in graphs are expressed as diameter change in cerebral vessels, including middle cerebral 

artery, anterior cerebral artery and venules, during the time course in the mouse brain subjected to MCAO and presented as 

means ± S.E. (n=5). In MCA, occlusion vessel diameter is significantly different with that of reperfusion and 24 hours 

(*p<0.05). 

 

The vessel diameter (shown in Fig. 26) was collapsed to ~40% during occlusion in the MCA, reperfused to ~80% 

and recovered to ~83% of baseline. The vessel diameter was reduced to ~58% during occlusion in the ACA, 

reperfused to ~79% and reduced again to ~55% of baseline. While the vessel diameter in the vein was steady around 

55%-62% during the time courses of occlusion, reperfusion, and 24 hours later. We can estimate that ACA plays the 

role in rescuing the ischemic regions in the MCA territory. 

 

 

Figure 27 (a) Graphs delineating the correlation between imaging regions by SDW-LSCI and OMAG. The infarct core (I), 

peri-infarct (P), mild hypoperfusion (R), and contralateral regions (C) are marked in the imaging regions. (b) The UHS-OMAG 

imaged blood volume responses in three major functional regions during occlusion and after reperfusion. The regions are 
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defined from the threshold regions by SDW-LSCI. For all these areas the blood volume increased from occlusion time slot to 

24 hours after reperfusion. All the data are normalized to baseline (n=5). Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Test: *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01. 

 
Cerebral blood volume was calculated by thresholding the UHS-OMAG data, which was sensitive enough to 

capture blood flow from arteries and veins down to the capillary level. At the stage of occlusion, the regions from 

mild hypoperfusion to infarct suffered from stronger and stronger reduction in blood volume. Due to the occlusion 

of MCA, the CBV reduction in infarct region was severe; down to 42% of baseline. Peri-infarct and mild 

hypoperfusion regions have reductions of 68% and 76% of baseline, respectively. The standard error of BV in 

peri-infarct and mild hypoperfusion areas were larger than that of infarct area, indicating higher fluctuation in their 

vasculatures in response to occlusion. These data are consistent with those calculated by SDW-LSCI. During 

reperfusion, strong blood flow in the MCA led to the recovery of CBV in infarct and peri-infarct areas, ~82% and 

83% of its individual baseline. Changes in the mild hypoperfusion region were minimal possibly because it was at 

the farthest distance from the MCA. The regions of mild hypoperfusion, peri-infarct, infarct and the whole of them 

maintained similar reperfusion values, approximately 80% of baseline, illustrating the reperfusion effectiveness in 

the whole cerebral vasculature system. At 24 hours after reperfusion, the blood volume in the peri-infarct was 

highest at 97% of baseline. The strong perfusion occurred in various types of vessels, such as arteries, veins and 

capillaries. The blood volume in the infarct area recovered to 93% of baseline, mainly due to the perfusion in MCA 

and its arterioles rather than the capillaries; the mild hypoperfusion area remained stable at 79%, just slightly higher 

than occlusion and reperfusion. Due to the long-term compensatory variation among animals, the standard errors of 

blood volume in peri-infarct and infarct regions were much larger than the previous time points.  
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Figure 28 (a) Representative blood vessels, demonstrating the vessels type that we selected. The image is a representative blood 

flow map, extracted by mDOMAG. (b) The mDOMAG imaged blood flow responses in four main vessels during the procedure 

of MCAO. The selected vessels are the MCA, the arteriole of the MCA, the ACA and a large vein. These representative vessels 

are marked in (a). The arteriole of MCA connects to the arteriole of ACA via anastomosis. The large vein is the direct branch of 

the superior sagittal sinus vein. Flow reversal in the MCA and its arteriole was observed during occlusion. Then they returned 

to the original direction upon reperfusion. All the data are normalized to baseline (n=5). Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison 

Test: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 

The blood flow in main vessels (shown in Fig. 28) was calculated by integrating the axial velocity signals at a 

specific en face plane of each vessel from the mDOMAG data. This calculation can determine the absolute blood 

flow without knowing the Doppler angle between the vessel and light directions. As expected, occlusion reduced 

blood flow in the MCA almost to zero. However, with the extended detection range of mDOMAG, we precisely 

captured the remaining weak flow in MCA, which was -1.7% of baseline. The negative value here means that the 

flow direction was from the arteriole of MCA towards MCA. It was reversed when comparing to baseline. This 

phenomenon came from the compensation of blood flow from ACA via the anastomoses between the arterioles of 

the ACA and MCA. Flow reversal also occurred in the large arterioles of MCA, about -12% of baseline, which was 

stronger than in the MCA as they were closer to the ACA. The flow in the ACA during occlusion was also reduced, 

to half of baseline. The ACA potentially served as the salvage artery to the areas originally supplied by the MCA. 
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The vein was greatly reduced due to the overall reduction in the supply from arteries. After the onset of reperfusion, 

the MCA and its arteriole recovered to the normal flow direction, but the flow was very weak compared to baseline. 

At the time point of 24 hours after reperfusion, the MCA and its arteriole recovered more, approximately 65% and 

33% of baseline, respectively. The blood flow to the ACA was further reduced, with only 25% of baseline; and the 

blood flow to the vein was increased from the onset of occlusion to 24 h hours after reperfusion. Due to the 

long-term compensatory variation among animals, the standard error of blood flow in these main vessels, except 

ACA, was much higher at the 24 h time point. 

Overall, SDWLS-OMAG may improve our understanding of vascular responses under pathologic and physiological 

conditions, and ultimately facilitate clinical diagnosis, monitoring, and therapeutic interventions of neurovascular diseases. 

Chapter 5. Future work 

Currently, the 1stG and 2ndG systems have been developed and the utilizations of the systems have been 

demonstrated. In the future, we will optimize the analysis and algorithms for quantifying capillary recruitment, 

blood flow, oxygenation, blood vessel remodeling, tortuosity and flow direction, etc. We will also improve the 

functions of the system for acquiring higher quality images in the regions of interest.  

 

5.1 SDWLS-OMAG imaging for long term assessment of vasculature  

The future direction of this project is: long term investigation of microvascular reorganization followed by ischemic 

injury. I will use endogenous vasodilators (e.g. EETs) to regulate the CBF. Currently, it is still unclear whether 

applying overdose of EETs can improve the cerebral vascular structure and increase angiogenesis in long term. We 

will determine the usefulness of SDWLS-OMAG for long term peri-infarct evolution in blood flow and vascular 

remodeling after a focal brain ischemia between untreated mice and mice that are given therapeutic interventions. 

The hypothesis is that higher level of therapeutic interventions will result in more neovascularization and smaller 

peri-infarct area compared with untreated controls. The vessel density, fractal dimension, and histological 

quantification of cell numbers positive markers that indicate angiogenesis will be assessed. We will track and 

compare SDWLS-OMAG images with the terminal histological endpoints in the same animal with imaging points 
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at 24 h, 96 h, 7 days, 14 days, and 20 days. A significant number of mice to establish a correlation between 

SDWLS-OMAG images of microvasculature and histological assessments will be used because the histological 

analysis is an end-point assessment technique. Furthermore, neural stimulation will be performed on stroked mouse. 

Using electrical currents, functional electrical stimulation will activate nerves innervating extremities affected by 

paralysis resulting from stroke or other neurological disorders. We will monitor the neurovascular response 

followed by neural activation in stroked mouse.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nerve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurological_disorder
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5.2. Depth Enhanced Cerebral Blood Flow Imaging Using Optical Microangiography 

Conventional fixed-focal-plane imaging schemes for mouse brain are limited in depth of focus, particularly when 

imaging three-dimensional volumes in deep mouse brain using objective lens with high numerical aperture. We 

demonstrated a shifting-focus approach in our OMAG technique, achieving fast localization of multiple depths of 

view by translating the sample probe to select imaging areas in the axial direction freely. By focusing beam at 

different layers within the mouse brain, backscattered signals from these regions could be uniquely separated. A 

mouse model of cranial window was used to demonstrate the capability of OMAG for imaging the microvasculature 

morphology and Doppler blood flow in the mouse brain with high quality. This approach allows in vivo imaging in 

multiple focal planes within and even underneath the living neocortex using intrinsic contrast. It will benefit the 

study of hemodynamics in experimental models within deep brain.  

5.2.1. Introduction  

To differentiate the cerebral blood flow in multiple layers is crucial for localizing the abnormalities during diagnosing and 

treating cortical diseases. Two-dimensional imaging methods, such as LSCI (41, 46, 194), is capable of measuring blood flow 

in the surface of the neocortex; however, they are deficient in the resolution to detect capillary beds, and they lack the capability 

to image deeper cortical layers (70). Other blood flow imagings, such as two-photon imaging (195, 196), have been used in 

ultrahigh-resolution brain imaging over the past decades. However, the penetration depth remains limited to a few hundred 

microns, and typically, exogenous dyes are required (197, 198). Combined fluorescence intravital microscopy, dynamic light 

scattering, and spectrally enhanced microscopy modalities (54), also require the injections of contrast agents, which may cause 

side effects and put patients at risk.  Magnetic resonance imaging (55) is able to image the whole brain. However, the 

spatiotemporal resolution is relatively low. OCT (56) has revolutionized in vivo brain imaging using intrinsic contrast, i.e. 

contrast arising from endogenous properties of biological tissue. However, the normally utilized fixed-focal-plane (FFP) 

method sacrificed the imaging quality where the sample position was out of the depth of focus. Recent approaches to fast 

volumetric high-resolution microscopy have included optical coherence microscopy. 

However, the field-of-view and depth of focus are relatively low because of the ultrahigh numerical aperture (199). In addition, 

flow velocity cannot be extracted using this approach. Here, we present a novel strategy for deep brain imaging using OMAG 
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(101, 174, 176). In conventional OMAG system setup, it is problematic that the image degraded seriously within the region 

outside the depth of focus. Here, we use a flexible sample probe to progressively scan through the tissue of interests step by step. 

Therefore, 3-D volumes in a large depth of view could be accessed and precisely maintained within the depth of focus. This 

approach is termed the Multi-Focal-Plane (MFP) scanning method. By using the combination of hardware rendered flexibly 

positioning and software rendered selective data processing, deep brain tissue can be accessed and the efficiency of data 

analysis is improved. We have demonstrated that OMAG could separate signals originating from multiple depths in the living 

brain, and could achieve unprecedented image quality using MFP method. We also compared microvasculature morphology 

images acquired by MFP method with those by conventional FFP method. An image with wide field-of-view is also presented 

using FFP method. This is the first time for OMAG to map the vasculature morphology and flow velocity through the 

craniotomy cortex down to capillary level.  
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Figure 29 Imaging configuration and multi-focal-plane method highlights advantages of in vivo imaging microcirculation and blood flow 

from surface to deeper layers in mouse brain using UHS-OMAG and mDOMAG. (a) Left: brain imaging configuration. The scanning beam 

is focused from the planes with larger surface vessels to the planes of deeper diving vessels and capillaries; right: imaging configuration with 
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delineation of layers in the neocortex. CTX: cortex, HP: hippocampus. (b)-(u), representative morphology and Doppler blood flow images in 

layers I, IV, VII, X, and XIV. The first column: blood vessel morphology; the other three columns (from left to right): Doppler flow with the 

velocity ranges of -18.2 mm/s to 18.2 mm/s, -6.1 mm/s to 6.1 mm/s and -2.0 mm/s to 2/0 mm/s. In image (b) and (d), typical arteries are 

marked by the red solid dots; typical veins are marked by the blue dotted circles; typical diving vessels are marked by the red dotted oval; 

representative anastomosis is marked by the star. In (b), the red dot-dash line indicates the midline; the anterior side is indicated by an asterisk; 

the posterior side is indicated by a triangle. The yellow squares in (b), (f), (j) and (n), mark regions of capillary beds at different layers. Typical 

arteries and venous are visualized as “tiny spots”, such as the ones indicated by the white dotted rectangle in (i), (m) and (q). The green tiny 

spots denote the arterioles, with the direction of the flow towards the deeper layers of the neocortex; the red dots indicate the venous, with the 

direction of the flow toward neocortex surface. The white solid and red hollow arrows in (r), (t) and (u), respectively point to a typical feeding 

artery with flow direction towards hippocampus, and a typical draining vein with the opposite flow direction.  

5.2.2. Materials and Methods  

Optimal cranial window surgeries are critical for deep neocortex imaging. Briefly, the mouse was anesthetized with isoflurane 

(1.5%) by a face mask. After that, its head was firmly fixed with ear bars in a stereotaxic frame. A craniotomy surgery was 

performed using a saline cooled dental drill and a ~4.0 mm diameter area over the cortex was exposed. The dura was carefully 

removed, and then the brain surface was covered with a glass cover slip and sealed with cyanoacrylate based glue (200). 

Immediately after surgery, animals were moved to our imaging system.  

The experimental system used in our studies is shown in (164). The OMAG was working at a central wavelength of 1340 nm 

with a bandwidth of 110 nm; the integrated LSCI system was working at 780 nm. The imaging geometry is shown in Fig. 29(a). 

The light passes through the glass cover slip, went down into the brain and then is reflected back. The whole OMAG probe 

assembly was translated axially to change the focal position. To investigate the fine vasculature system, we imaged a 1.3×2.3 

mm2 area within the cranial window (a bone flap is removed from the skull to access the brain) using both UHS-OMAG (89) 

and mDOMAG (24). This area was a mosaic of two 1.3×1.3 mm2 tiles that were imaged one after another by laterally shifting 

the OMAG probe for 1.0 mm. During data acquisition of each tile, the focal position started from just above the cortical surface, 

and then translated down into the brain at increments of 43  m. At each focus position a 3-D volume data was acquired. The 

3D UHS-OMAG data was composed of 512 pixels×400 A-lines×400 B-frames. Each B-frame was high-pass filtered from 

eight repeated frames with a frame rate of 180 Hz. The B frames were reconstructed in post-processing using the method in 

(175). Subsequently, we used mDOMAG (24) for multi-range imaging of blood flow velocity. To extract the velocities ranged 

http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_skull
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from artery down to venule, we performed step scanning with the A-line rate of 75 KHz. 25 repeated A-lines were captured at 

each position. Each B-frame contained such 380 positions, yielding a frame rate of 3 Hz. The 3D mDOMAG data was 

composed of 512 pixels×380 positions×300 B-frames. The captured blood flow was within the axial velocity ranges of [-18.2, 

18.2], [−6.1, 6.1] and [−2.0, 2.0] mm/s. The systematically integrated LSCI (107) served to capture the whole profile of the 

cranial window, for better positioning the overall imaging area. We adjusted the LSCI system with a field of view of ~4.2×4.2 

mm2 to fit the size of cranial window. The temporal speckle contrast maps were calculated as the ratio of the standard deviation 

to the mean intensity for each single pixel along every 30 frames (147).   

 

 

Figure 30 In vivo OMAG images of mouse brain through a region of cranial window. (a) and (b), Three-dimensional rendering comparing 

FFP and MFP methods, respectively. The 3D vasculature map appears with higher quality in the MFP data set.  Arrows in (a) and (b) 

mark some typical vessels for comparison. (c) and (d), representative en face planes corresponding to the planes marked by the red dotted 

squares in (a) and (b), respectively. The dotted arrows and numbers I, II and III, connect and denote the matching planes. Arrows in (c) and 

(d) point to some typical vessels under comparison. Scale bar: 200  m. 
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5.2.3. Results  

Blood vessels within this area of the mouse brain loop and connect in complex ways. Figure 29(b)-(u) shows the mouse brain 

vascular images captured using the MFP method. From the surface of the neocortex down to the deep brain, we captured 18 

MFP 3D volumes. The projection view images captured at the depths of 0-43  m, 130-172  m, 259-301  m, 474-516  m, and 

603-645  m are presented. It is noteworthy that the capillary network can be clearly differentiated in these maps (e.g., marked 

by squares in Figs. 29(b), (f), (g) and (n)). These tiny capillary vessels deliver oxygen and nutrients to energy-hungry brain cells 

and carry away wastes. We could extract the artery and vein based on the flow direction shown in Doppler flow images flying 

through different focal positions. For example, in Fig. 29(d), the blood vessel marked by a solid spot represents the flow went 

from a surface loop and connect to deeper blood vessels. It is also notable that there were numerous arterioles and venules 

connecting the main surface vessels to the deeper capillary loops. For example, the white solid arrow in Fig. 29(f) indicates 

blood vessel with the flow going from the surface of neocortex towards deeper brain. It demonstrates that it was a “diving 

arteriole” feeding the deeper brain tissue. In the dotted rectangle in mDOMAG maps Fig. 29(i), (m) and (q), there are diving 

and ascending vessels shaped as “tiny spots”, with the flow directions explicitly exhibited. These “tiny spots” are arterioles and 

venules located in the second, third, and fourth layers, termed anatomically, the external granular layer, the external pyramidal 

layer, and the internal granular layer, respectively, in the neocortex (201). As a part of the neocortex, the area that we imaged is 

fed by arteries that plunge from the surface of the brain and is drained by veins that return from the deep brain to the surface. It 

is also noticeable that the vascular architecture is translated from capillary loops dominated layers (IV, VII and X) to larger 

feeding vessels dominated layers (XIV). For example, one feeding artery (marked by the white solid arrows in Figs. 30(r), (t) 

and (u)) and one draining vein (marked by red hollow arrows in Figs. 29(r), (t) and (u)) showed up when the “flying through” 

projection maps went through layer XIV. The artery and vein connects the neocortex and hippocampus, which belongs to 

the limbic system and plays important roles in the consolidation of information from short-term memory to long-term 

memory and spatial navigation. The artery provides nutrition for the hippocampus and the vein drains back the nutrition 

consumed blood. By figuring out the vascular architecture within the deep brain, it may benefit the study of capillary response 

in diagnosis of early neurovascular diseases (202). 

Acquisition of deep tissue measurements is challenging for FFP method, because of the limitation of the depth of focus. Our 

MFP data acquisition method could enhance the well-focused imaging depth. Figure 30 demonstrate that the microvasculature 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limbic_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short-term_memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long-term_memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long-term_memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navigation
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is much more clearly visible using MFP method. For example, the typical vessels, pointed by red and yellow arrows, show that 

they can be visualized by the MFP but not by the FFP approach. To further demonstrate, a series of en face views were chosen 

and compared in Figs. 30(c) and 30(d) corresponding to the marked planes in Figs. 30 (a) and (b), respectively ((I), (II) and 

(III)). Fig. 30(d) shows more abundant capillary loops than Fig. 30(c). This phenomenon is more obvious when the deeper 

layers are compared. Overall, we have observed that with the MPF method, the image quality is dramatically improved. We 

attribute this to the enhanced collection of singly backscattered light when the focus is placed deep in the sample. In Fig. 31(a), 

the conventional microscopy image can only show some large surface blood vessels without the capillary loops. In the 

cross-sectional FFP OMAG image with cranial window [Fig. 31(d)], the deeper blood vessels and capillaries are more explicit, 

comparing with those in cross-sectional FFP image with skull [Fig. 31(c)]. Furthermore, the high quality capillary loop profiles 

(marked by oval and rectangle) are able to be revealed by the multi-focus window rendering image in Fig. 31 (f) comparing to 

skull remained-image in Fig. 31(e). In addition, the experimental mode with the skull left intact is non-invasive, thus that it is 

more suitable for longitudinal time course study of brain. 
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Figure 32 shows a wide field of view of the intact cranial window. It is a representative wide-field mosaic projection view of 

macro and micro- circulations within 50 µm beneath the cortex surface. The rich cortical blood flow can be clearly identified, 

providing volumetric measurements of detailed microcirculation through the vascular tree down to 

 
Figure 31 Comparisons of cranial window rending images with the skull left intact rending images. (a) Conventional microscopy through 

the cranial window with the imaging range marked by the dashed square (LSCI) and dash-dot rectangle (OMAG). The dot-dash line 

indicates the midline; the anterior side is indicated by an asterisk; the posterior side is indicated by a triangle. (b) OMAG image superposed 

onto the LSCI image. Speckle contrast image is marked by the blue dashed square. The OMAG image is marked by the outer dash-dotted 

rectangle. The inner dash-dotted rectangle notes the imaging area in (e) and (f). The scale bar is 500 µm. The color bar denotes speckle 

contrast. In (a) and (b), the dot-dash line indicates the midline; the anterior side is indicated by an asterisk; the posterior side is indicated by a 

triangle.  The red solid spots mark the arteries; dotted circles mark the veins. The red star denotes the anastomosis. The color bar denotes 

speckle contrast. (c) and (d) are respectively cross-section images with skull and cranial window. The positions of (c) and (d) are indicated 

by the dashed lines in (e) and (f), respectively. The dotted ovals in (b) and (c) circled the regions that are under comparison. (e) and (f) are 

respectively the projection views of 75 µm thickness from the surface of mouse brain. Still, the blue dotted circle mark the vein, and the red 

solid spots note the artery. The ovals and rectangles presents regions with (f) or without (e) capillary loops. The scale bar in (c)-(f) is 100 

µm. 

 

http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://jukuu.com/show-%E9%95%BF%E6%96%B9%E5%BD%A2+regtangle-0.html
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capillary level. In Fig. 32(a), the upstreams of middle cerebral artery (MCA) and anterior cerebral artery (ACA) are denoted by 

the double circles and star, respectively. There is remarkable spatial arrangement of the blood vessels supplying the barrels in 

somatosensory cortex. The MCA arises from the internal carotid and continues into the lateral sulcus where it then diminishes 

in size, branches in the anterior-posterior direction and projects to different parts of the lateral cerebral cortex (marked by solid 

line circle), running across the surface of the cortex to supply the barrels. ACA diminishes in size and spreads to several 

branches and projects to an area on the neocortex (marked by solid spots).  

 

 

More importantly, OMAG is capable of visualizing the rich anastomoses between the peripheral branches of the ACA and 

MCA (the dashed line in (a)). Veins (marked by blue dotted circles) on the cortical surface drain the large area medially into the 

 
Figure 32 Wide field of view (cranial window diameter: 4.2 mm) of the functional blood flow within 0-50 µm from the cortex surface. (a) 

Star denotes ACA and its branches; double circles denote MCA and its branches. Solid line circle denotes MCA branched arteries and 

arterioles; solid dots mark ACA branched arteries and arterioles; dotted circles mark veins; dashed line indicates anastomosis. The dot-dash 

line indicates the midline, where the superior sagittal sinus locates in; the anterior side and the posterior side are indicated by an asterisk and 

a triangle, respectively. (b) The magnification of the region marked by yellow dashed square in (a). The arrows point to typical diving 

vessels. The red square denotes the region of interest. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_carotid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lateral_sulcus
http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
http://www.jukuu.com/show-%E6%98%9F%E5%8F%B7+asterisk-0.html
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superior sagittal sinus. Our projection view image encompassed all those afore mentioned functional vasculatures. The points 

of anastomoses between the peripheral branches of the ACA and MCA are marked by the dashed line. Because of its capability 

of imaging extremely slow blood flow, it is not surprising that OMAG could give images with great capillary density in the 

cortex (see square region). Furthermore, capillaries are more tortuous than the large vessel. In Fig. 32(b), it is noticeable that 

there are no capillaries surrounding the diving vessels (pointed by the arrows). It is due to the characteristic and behavior of the 

penetrating vessels, which dive down into the deep brain tissue. They first branch into intracerebral arterioles, which later 

eventually branch into capillaries where exchange between the blood and the tissues of oxygen, nutrients, carbon dioxide, and 

metabolites occur. The characteristic of diving vessels cannot be visualized from laser speckle image [Fig. 31(b)].  

5.2.4 Summarization and discussion 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated multi-focal-plane imaging of vascular network in the highly scattering cortical tissue in 

vivo down to capillary level with intrinsic contrast. Through the use of image-guided OMAG with dynamic focusing and 

high-resolution image processing techniques, we demonstrated imaging of both angiography and blood flow velocity. The 

concept of depth enhanced multi-parametric microvasculature imaging with intrinsic contrast has potential applications in 

longitudinal studies of development, disease progression, and treatment response. It can contribute to the investigation of 

layer-to-layer microvasculature functions down to cellular resolution. In the future, we will optimize the system to achieve a ~2 

µm resolution for capillary visualization. With the high imaging resolution, it is possible to directly monitor a single blood cell 

transporting within the capillaries in different layers of the brain. Using a repeated B-scan scanning pattern, the process of a 

blood cell passing through the scanning cross section can be recorded. The light backscattered from the single blood cell could 

be detected as a bright spot in the UHS-OMAG flow image. If it is recorded over time, the appearance of blood cells would be 

demonstrated as an intensity peak. The peak width can present the time that a single blood cell passes through the imaging 

beam while the peak number is the red blood cell flux of the capillaries. With the proposed method, it is possible to accurately 

measure the hemodynamic properties of capillaries in individual layer of the brain and other organs, which will help us to 

achieve better understanding of the mechanisms by which microcirculation contributes to neurovascular diseases.  
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